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WINTER PARK, FLORIDA, WEDNESDAY, APRIL 2, 1941

Patrons of the dance will be
pleased to know that the Pi Phi
dance scheduled for Saturday night
is to be followed with a couple
more of the same in rapid succession. And if there are any gentlemen who habitually have trouble
in getting just the Right Girl for
these important occasion!-, we'd
advise you to get your bids in
now for the Senior Dance, to be
held around May 31. Might be a
good idea to start saving for that
corsage, too. Rollins custom decrees that all the gals get tripledeckers of orchids for that occasion.
(Letters of thanks for this new
custom shoitld be addressed to
Sandspur.)

(Complete Campus Coverage)

NUMBER 22

Passes Sandspur Printing Princeton Glee Bobbie
$120,000 Mark' Cost Upped 10%; Club Concert Indoor
Union Takes Action
Here April 10
Deadline Nears

Betz Wins National
Tennis Title, Nosing
Out Bundy in Thrilling Match

ODDS and ENDS | Drive
Life Magazine, usually a fairly
harmless and entertaining part of
o u r weekly design for living, has
unconsciously come close to disrupting the few stray threads of coherent thought that filter through
our grey matter. Two weeks ago
they had an article telling of the
difficulty British airmen experience
in locating Stuttgart, an industrial
town in Germany situated in a deep
hollow. The British, meeting the
troubling situation with that peculiar type of humor that war seems
to produce in them, made up a
little verse in German which goes,
a s we remember it, something like
this:
"Stuttgart im loch,
wir findem dich doch."
Which means, simply enough,
"Stuttgart in the hollow, we'll find
you yet." But what, you ask, is
the point of all this . . . why the
disruption? Well, that damnably
simple little rhyme has somehow
seeped into our subconscious and
refuses to be erased. If you think
jt's bad to have a tune on your
mind, try this. You eat to it, go
to sleep to it and even the typewriter keys clatter in rhythym to
it. For your own peace of mind, we
urge you not to go back and read
it over. It'll getcha!

Support
Rollins Sandspur
Advertisers

Revision U r g e d
in Salary
Scale; Elections Due
P r o g r a m Will Include FolkApril 17th
Songs; Reservations
Are Advised
With the approaching end of the
year and forthcoming publication
As the fateful day of April 10 elections as a spur, the Rollins
draws near, the committees of busi- Publications Union held a long and
; men, alumni and friends of action-packed meeting last ThursRollins in the local community are day evening in Professor Wattle's
putting a dynamic finish to their room in Pinehurst.
A major musical event of the
campaign of soliciting funds of
Following the reading of the Spring season will be held at Rol),000 of which $65,000 is in- minutes of the previous minutes, lins College on Thursday evening,
cluded for the Student Recreation President Giantonio brought the April 10, when the Princeton UniCenter.
matter of the ten percent increase versity Glee Club is presented in a
was announced that the sum in the cost of printing expenses for concert of choral works, especially
raised had already passed the $120,- the Sandspur, which has been dic- numbers and folksongs. The pro000 mark, which included the $50,- tated by the Orange Press' mount- gram will be given at 8:15 o'clock.
000 contingent gift of an anony- ing production costs. Upon disUnder the direction of Timothy
r
is donor who reserved the "right
as decided to approve Cheney, the Princeton singers will
ancel" or withdraw if the camwith the understanding make their appearance at Rollins on
paign were not completed by April that some adjustment be attempted their annual Spring tour of South10.
on the four issues published before ern cities. The concert here is exThe College has not announced the Union was notified last term. pected to draw many Princeton
the total which has been reached
Upon this approval, the Chair- alumni from northern and southeasTIMOTHY CHENEY
e the last official figure of man was directed to ask the Council tern Florida, and contacts with all Dircteor of Princeton Glee Club,
$120,450 was given over a week for $75 as a contingent appropria- alumni in this district are being
here April 10th
;o, but in discussing this matter tion to meet the change necessary made by a Rollins committee comth Treasurer Brown, he said:
in the Publications budget. Dis- posed of Dean Arthur D. Enyart,
"All I can say is that nothing cussion then turned to elections Dean Marian Van Buren Cleve11 be left undone to secure the re- and it was moved and carried that land, Dr. U. T. Bradley, and Dr.
maining seventy-odd thousand dol- election of officers should take Rhea Marsh Smith.
lars needed before April 10th. As place on April 17, 7:15 P. M., in
Organized in 1873 in the form
always the case, scores of people the same room. All letters of ap- of a University Quartette, the
The Rollins Chapel Choir, assiste waiting until the last minute to plication must be on file with Mr. Princeton glee Club has grown in ed by the Delius Chamber Music
e if the campaign will be success- Brown not later than April 10, numbers and prestige until it has Group, a student string ensemble,
ful before making a pledge. Just it was decided.
become nationally recognized as and John Carter and Emelie Sellers
today I received through the mail a
Continued absences by certain of an outstanding college musical or- Dougherty, pianists, was presented
check for $1,000 which was wholly the faculty advisers prompted a ganization, and has popularized at 8:15 o'clock Friday evening ir
unexpected. Surprises like this are discussion of this problem and such well know Princeton songs the Annie Russell Theatre in .
happening every day".
Chairman Giantonio was directed as "The Orange and The Black", formal concert directed by Chris
In speaking about the campaign to discuss the matter with Dr. Holt. "Princeton Marching Songs", and topher O. Honaas. The event closed
tbe Faculty Recital Series spon
among the students themselves, Mr.
Revision of the salaries of the "Old Nassau."
sored this season by the Rollins
Brown said:
Flamingo editor and business manaHighlight concerts of the Club
"As yet about three fraternities ger was advocated by Dick Kelly, within the last decade include the Conservatory of Music.
This concert, first of its kind
and sororities have not completed who pointed out the volume of American premiere of Stravinsky's
their campaign canvass. Virtually work incumbent on the Sandspur "Odedipus Rex", with Leopold Sto- attempted locally by the Choir,
all of the others have subscribed departmental editors such and ask- kowski and the Philadelphia Sym- again showed the total perfection
100%. The closing of the winter ed that these student-editors be phony Orchestra, and Schoenherg's and superb interjective powers interm and the spring vacation has given a nominal compensation. A "Guerrelieder" and Wagner's "Par- herent in Mr. Honaas' organization
Members of the Delius Chambei
interfered with this work but I am committee was appointed to study sifal" under Stokowski's direction.
satisfied that all be be completed salary schedules of all publications The World premiere of Colin Mc- Music Group include Walter Trampthis week. The faculty and staff and the advertising commissioner Phee's "From the Revelation of St. ler, first violin, Albert Nassi, sechave already subscribed 100%."
and to report at the next meeting. John the Divine" was given in New ond violin, Dante Bergonzi, viola,
York in 1936, while the following and A. Kunrad Kovam, violoncello.
year the Princeton and Vassar glee
Clubs combined >o present the
American premiere of Rameau's
opera "Castor de Pollux."
E . T . B r o w n S a y s IVIany a r e
w a i t i n g t o S e e if D r i v e
Will S u c c e e d

Event is Heralded as
Major Musical Event

Rollins Has New
Plan to Aid
Local Nurses

Rollins S o p h o m o r e A c e Also
Winner With Bundy In
Doubles Finals

plan of cooperation between] T e a m s W i t h S t i t t t o
Rollins College and the Orange
General Hospital School of Nursing
for nurses leading to a
By Ted Pitman
bachelor's degree has been arTwo Rollins co-eds completely
;>rding to announcement
dominated
the feminine field at the
made by Dean Winslow S. Anderannual National Indoors Tennis
n of Rollins.
Six years will normally be re- Tournament held last week at
quired to complete the course, but Brookline, Mass., blasting through
by making special arrangements | t o v i c t o r y after victory in the
and taking summer school work th> three major divisions. Winsome
the time may be shortened. After Bobbie Betz, smiling Californian,
spending the first two years at Rol- turned on the steam in a blistering
lins, or another accredited college finish to blast her gallant team
or university, the student is to enter mate, Dorothy May Bundy, out of
the Orange General Hospital School the finals in the singles contest
of Nursing or another approved and so regain the crown she origschool of nursing for her three inally held in 1939 but had dropped
years' course there. After gradua- last year to Sarah Palfrey Cooke.
The 21 year old Rollins girl, who
tion from the nursing school, she
enters Rollins for her final year's looms as the probable successor to
Alice MarbleV National crown
work.
The course of study meets re- slammed her booming backhand
quirements of the Florida State through a marathon of conquests
Board of Examiners of Nurses and which included besides the singles,
the National League of Nursing the womens doubles and the mixed
doubles crowns.
Education. Rollins may make
Bobbie began her sweep by
rangements, similar to those with
Orange General, with other hospital defeating in the final round her
schools accredited by the American fellow Rollins student, Dorothy
Hospital Association and meeting May "Dodo" Bundy in a long gruelthe requirements of the American ling singles final, 6-1, 10-12, 6-2.
Red Cross and the United States Then the Betz-Bundy team upPublic Health Service. They must held the Rollins colors by nosing out
also be recommended by the State the veteran national champion, Mrs.
Hazel Hotchkiss Wightman, and
Training School inspector.
Kay Winthrop, both of Boston,
6-4, 6-3 to annex the doubles crown.
The sting was still in the petite
Tarlette's racket as she teamed
with Al Stitt of the local club, to
The Phi Phi's Spring Formal outsteady Miss Winthrop and Mr.
Chauncy D. Steele in the brilliant
is being held at the Dubsdread
mixed doubles final- Miss Betz and
Country Club, Saturday, Apr
Mr. Stitt came from behind in both
5, at nine-thirty. Everyone :
sets to pull out in a breath taking
cordially invited to attend.
match 10-8, 7-5.
The singles duel lasted practically
two and a half hours, with Miss
Betz's powerful backhand her chief
weapon against Miss Bundy's bul-'
leting top-spin forehand and smashing overhead. Displaying a reThe proof of the pudding is in ment. Dick Deadeye played by markable improved overhead game,
Edwin
Waite
was
tops.
He
made
a
e eating. "H. M. S. Pinafore"
which she credits to her Rollins
as pudding with an English flavor, convincing cutthroat. Others ir coach Gordon Apgar, and a strategy
and fit for a king. Presented by the lead cast were: Boatswain, of forcing shots, Miss Betz took
The Central Florida Symphony So- Joseph Bailey; Cousin Hebe, Vir- the opening set with the loss of
ciety, the Gilbert and Sullivfan ginia Richardson; Midshipmate only one game.
Sandy Trowbridge; Boatswain's
operetta went on the stage two
Miss Bundy opened a 5-2 lead
Mate, Ralph Harrington.
nights, March 25th and 26th, at the
in the steaming second set and
Musically the production has set seemed to have the match on ice
Winter Park High School Audihigh record. Atmosphere
hut Bobbie rallied in remarkable
torium. Howard Bailey designed
perfect cue-ins throughout \
style to make it 5-all. The battle
and directed. Alexander Bloch was
backgrounded, but noticably
seesawed till a critical spot came
musical director; Blanche Bloch,
;, so much so, and so fitting, in the 16th game. Bobbie had
choral and assistant director.
that one hardly realized the ni
an 8-7 edge and Dodo trailed 15-40
cal accompanment. To both Alex- on her own service. Dodo pulled
The story gyrates around the ander Bloch and Blanche Bloch goes
out of this corner and made it 8-all,
love affair of seaman Ralph Rack- great credit for their artistry and
after it had been deuced 4 times.
straw and the Captain's daughter, comprehensive rendering of
Dodo then smashed and volleyed
Josephine, who cannot marry bees in "H. M. S. Pinafore.'
through Bobbie's service for the
low her station. A happy ending
21st game and then won the set
finds Josephine, in Rackstjraw's
on her own delivery.
on
arms, Little Buttercup in CapB
ie
. steady and deadly actain Cocoran's arms, and Sir Joseph
in the third set and
Porter wriggling around Cousin
atch 6-2 and to bring home to
Hebe's finger, and finding it quite
Rollins three national titles.
natural.
The British Sailors and Sir
everal years ago, in honor of
Joseph's Admiring Female RelaJohn Martin, Conference leader
tives strongly supported the cast, and Consultant on International Reand their singing had a merry lilt lations at Rollins, the John Martin
to it that pleased the audience. But Prize contest, open to any Rollins
the unusual voices that appeared Student, was instituted. There is
The engagement of Joanne Oak
in the cast carried the production
award to the winner of the con- to Stephen Lancaster was announto a point where it actually de- test of $25 for the best essay on
ced Friday evening at a dinner
served the loud applause it re- some subject relating to inter- given by Dean Cleveland, Alma
ceived from polite Winter Park- national affairs. The subject of Vander Velde, Erika Heyder, and
sters, who notably never let a poor this year's contest will be "What Helen Darling at Mrs. Cleveland's
show think it's even half bad.
role can and should the United home.
Marcelle Hammond, p l a y i n g States play in bringing about conGuests at the dinner, besides the
Little Buttercup, was straight enditions conducive to permanent two guests of honor, were: Dr. and
joyment; her acting and singing
Mrs. Fiance, Jean Turner, Tad
blended beautifully. Cast in the peace?"
Cist, Don Cram, Luis Hortal, Bob
role of Josephine the first night,
Burns, and Dudley Darling.
The contest will close on ft
Virginia Shaw gave a professional
15th and the papers must be
Joanne, of the class of '42, is a
performance. Second night, cast
the
hands
of
Professor
France,
member of the Gamma Phi Beta
in the same role, Gloria Mastrangelo, a talented young singer, was Chairman of the contest committee. sorority. She is an a r t major and
thrilling. Presly Wetherell was before that date. The essays are is completing her full college course
Ralph Rackstraw. Tbe audienci to be not less than 25000 and not in three years.
Stephen Lancaster hails from
sat in on a good show of hii more than 50000 words in length
ability.
Captain Corcoran wa: They are to be typewritten and Manhasset, L. I., and had a sisterhandled masterfully by Howard each paper must be signed with a Carl, in the freshman class at RolBailey, whose singing came as e non de plume and accompanied by a lins last year. A member of Delta
Tau Delta fraternity at Amherst
surprise. We'd like to see mort sealed envelope containing the
in political
of Mr. Bailey on the stage. Als( de plume and the real name of the College, majoring
we'd cherish more of Buel Trow- contestant. The papers will be science, and will graduate next
bridge. His part as Sir Joseph judged by a committee of the facul year, he is visiting Rollins for a
Porter made a lasting impression ty consisting of Professors France, couple of weeks during his spring
vacation.
as a remarkable piece of entertain
Trowbridge and Mas1

Win Mixed Doubles

Chapel Choir Is
Presented In
Concert at Theatre

We understand that Professor
Granberry is taking the spring ter
off to polish up the final draft of
the play he is producing in V
York next season, starring !
Byrd, and can be reached only by
carrier pigeon somewhere south of
Although the theatre box office
Tampa.
11 not open for the sale of tickets
(Further Letters of Lola LaRue to a perfeek exampal of living without, which is sweet of him, and until three days before the conMiss Rubye Delle)
Logic is all about propositions, but cert, reservations may be made in
By Jess Gregg
Vital Statistics Department: Th
when I foned my cuzin Vyvyanne advance by calling 296 or addresstotal weight of the mail that ac Dear Ruby,
she sed You dont need to come
1 orders to Dr. Rhea Marsh
cumulated in the Sandspur mailbox
Well my dear, how are you as to college to lern about them. But Smith at Rollins.
during the past two weeks is
the saying gos. I mean Im sorry this is diffrunt I sed. There all
actly equal to that displaced by the I didnt anser youre last post card, alike, sed Vyvyanne, who was Miss
shorn locks of Jess Gregg, R. M: but I have not been at Rolluns for Perfect Torso in Ziegfelds 1930
Arthur and the Sigma Nu's co
the past turm. I mean one day I show. What kind of a doctor is
spring and hair-cuttin' time.
got my memorie book and was
:, she sed. Why isnt he tending
s pashunts ? He isnt that kind of
looking thru it, weeping tiers and
doctor, I replyd distantly. I bet
sobbing, when Carul Robinson came
Curry Brady, known to his inti up and sed Oh Lola I didnt know
s name isnt Stone at all, Vyvymates as "Meathead" or "Frog you colected stamps. These are
me said, They always give names
face", took time off from pushing not stamps I sed. These are the like Smith and Brown and Stone.
a broom and army training planes costooms I used to ware at Billy But then Vyvyanne has no faith in Tolson A s k s F o r $50 t o F u r around at a Mississippi flying field Roses Casino, which I have pasted
, having been married,
n i s h L i n g e r l o n g F o r Visitrecently, to write and say that Jack in here. Well I got more homesick
nee I and Mr. Fawcett are
ing T e a m s
Keller, who attended Rollins last and more hom-sick and finally getting marryd when I get educated
year, is well on his way to his colectel my dresses from the other
_i taking a coarse from Dr.
Student Council last Monday
wings. Curry says his own are gurls rooms, packed my trunks and Clark on merrige and how to bal- zipped through its work and adjust barely sprouting. Also in the promised Bob Wiston, Tecks Rosea bugett witch is not as jim- journed in time to meet Treasurer
army, apparently at Camp Stewart, felt, Caro Tolson, Bob Macfaw and nastic as it sounds, and my dear Brown as he came in — fifteen minwonderful what a bugett can utes late, but with good news. Mr.
Georgia, is Don Miller, former Grady Ray Id be true to him, and
Sigma Nu intramural star and one- got on the trane for home. Be- do for you, becaus a friend of mine Brown stated that, including the
time trodder of the Annie Russell sides I wasnt doing very well in Loretta Lombard is in the chorus, contingent gift of $50,000, the Stuwhen she works, and only gets dent Recreation Center Drive ha
my classes.
30 dollars a week, yet she has a reached a total near $125,000 of th
Well My cuzin Vyvyanne LaMarr devine apartment, three fur coats necessary $200,000.
Herewith a little propaganda for
Lee met me and so did those too and a frensh maid. I asked her,
tbe Library: From a copy of
Earlier in the meeting it wa
Yale boys named Licktensteen and Loretta, Do you keep a bugett?
letter from Vice-President Grover
Felter, and so it was some time No she said, I keep a diary. Witch voted that the senior dance be held
to Librarian Yust we learn that
Saturday, May 31.
before I got to See Mr Fawcett I guess is a form of home finance
the original manuscript of "In the
Carrow Tolson brought forth th'
and he was mad, becaus I felt Dr. Clarke hasnt told us about yet.
Heart," read by Marjorie Kinnan
sad case of the old Gamma Ph
School and besides his wife was in
Rubye I went in to see Andre
Rawlings on the 1941 Animated
House, which is now used to house
town, and I began to cry and the other day to have my hare
Magazine Program is now in Rolvisiting teams. Sad, because, the
acused him of trifling with my af- fixed, and he looked very sad and house is completely devoid of fur
lins' possession. Also available is
fectations, and he sed sending me I sed Andray why do you look
niture except for a few doublethe original MMS of Count Maeterthru Rollins and the dimond bracelet sad and he sed Lola do you
decker beds on the second fl
linck's contribution. The line forms
and the mink coat werent any tri- ber the Duchess? You mean that The Council was asked to give
on the left.
fles, and I sobbed on and wondered real blond gurl who married th to buy some furnishings, and a
The book that should really create
Sigmanewer,
named
Dorthea
Rich
if he still wanted to merry me,
port will be presented on the suba waiting line here in this Willkieand he sed yes, he was going to Yes, sed Andray. Well the Duchess ject at the next meeting.
Rcpublican stronghold is the copy
recently died. My Dear, I wept
marry me for his money, s
of the "Democratic Handbook for
It was suggested that the Fall
tiers,
but
Andre
and
his
wife
and
had histjorics, and so Mr. Fawcett
1936", which a friend of Dr. Grovterm next year begin three or foui
sent me, down to Palm Beech to girl began to laff and laff and I days early, in order to lengther
er's, one John A. Wilkins of Philagot
very
indigent
and
sed
is
that
rest but', when he found Jo Fibl
delphia, presented to the library.
a way to treat a poor gurl who Spring vacation. A committee conwas coming down to chaprone r
sisting of Betty deGiers, Bob Mat
We quote now from Dr. Grover's
has launched into enternity
occashunplly, he sed I needed mo
letter: "This is the volume which
saying goes, but Andray and Evon thews and Bob Ruse was appointed
educashun, so I em persuing it
created a lot of talk and is quite
still laffing pointed to the gurl to investigate the possibilities of
here again.
a valuable document of American
also laughing. Well my dear the uch a proposal.
Well m l deer I am taking phil gurl turned out to be the Duchess.
political history." There is a concluding paragraph which says, ofosy froAi Dr. Stone, my dear he "I herd recently you were dead,"
"this book cost my friend $100." is devine, jmy dear, becaus philof osy I sed. No, sed Andray. You herd
There's more, too, about selling is devine (and so is Gorgeous and she had died. Which is true, Rubye
The Rollins Flying Club will hold
ads under political pressure, but as Aristoddejl and now I know what She almost brunet now.
a meeting to discuss further ora practicing Democrat, we exercised Platonic Vove means and my dear
ganization plans in Knowles Hall,
it
isnt
hofw
Eddie
Helloo
discribed
war time censorship.
Anyway while Andray was song- on Thursday evening, April 3, at
it at all.L We lern about Logic
7:15.
(Continued on Page 4)
too, witch" Dr. Stone says I am
(Continued on Page 4)

Lola Returns to Rollins After Brief Vacation;
Learns About Propositions From Dr. Stone

Council Committee
Investigates Plan
To Change Calendar

Flying Club Meets

Pi Phi's Formal
Dance is Saturday

Everyone Gets Applause as H.M.S.Pinafore
Sails Into Port With the Blochs at the Helm

John Martin Essay
• oJ£ °*
Contest Announced; [curate to
$25 For Winner

Announcement of
Engagement Made
At Dinner Party

ROLLINS

WITH THE SORORITIES
PHI MUVIES
All right, so it did rain. But
Spring vacation for the Phi Mus
wasn't a bit the less fun becau:
of a few rain drops. Norine headed
for her new home in St. Cloud. LuVerne, George and parents went
down to St. Pete. Alice Bane went
all the way to Clermont just so she
could go over the "roller coaster"
road. Dee Kohl, Janie Coates, Ginny Fender, and our new president,
Barbie Bryant spent some time at
Daytona.
Polly Prestholdt and
Fritz Hague went to St. Pete, but
were slightly discouraged by the
rain. They took a plane home and
arrived at Fox in plenty of time to
eelebrate Fritzie's birthday. Helen
and Jean spent their vacation at the
Pelican along with Gerry Gee. Marelle started her vacation a bit early
this year, but unfortunately, it was
only to land in a hospital bed. She's
at home now, and feeling better. If
all goes as planned, Polly Prestholdt
and Doris Kohl will be initiated tonight. This initiation business must
have them a bit bewildered — witness their new crew cuts.
ALPHA PHI PATTER
We have a lot of big announcements for this week. Our new president for next year is none other
than Mary Trendle. We all feel
sure that she will do an excellent
job, but we hate to think of Margie leaving us; she has been such a
perfect prexy. Our vice-president
is Eugenie Van de Water. We are
also very proud of Phil, the new
president of Phi Beta, Anne Searle,
secretary, and Virginia Meyer a
pledge. To top this off, Betty Tom-

WISE

GUISE

By PEGGY
A surprise for Rollins girls and
a pleasant one is the announcement
that the Saybury company . . . those
designers whose housecoats are
famous from Mademoiselle
to
Vogue from east to west, and from
Texas to North Dakota for their
individuality and style, are yearning, yes they actually want to make
a housecoat especially for the typical Rollins co-ed. The idea being
that they will advertise the final
product as the "Rollins Robe" or
some such, and call it the housecoat which the Rollins girls prefer.
You will be receiving in the mail
this week probably a postcard which
will say something like "Please
check your references on reverse
side". That means that DicksonIves is trying to first get a lot of
different opinions as to what sort of
housecoat you like for wear most
of the year round. Then when all
of the most popular features have
been sorted out, you'll get another
communication in the mail to the
effect that if you can sketch a
housecoat with the following features incorporated in it, you will
be awarded a prize and heaven
knows what sort of good publicity
for this thing. The winning sketch
will be submitted to Saybury who
will pass, add, subtract or improve
as the case may be.

linson is now one of the Key society. Ellen has been up at Gainesville this week-end, taking in the
Military Ball with Dick. Lil and
"Gates" have had a peaceful week,
with nary a storm cloud in sight.
Margie and the "Little Giant" have
been — well, just have been —
Diddie's return from Nassau finds
her browner — and rarin' to rhumba — with Collins. Janet is still up
in Syracuse, violently taking notes
(we hope) on all the Alpha Phi
dope. Margie's cousin, JoAnne has
been down here for spring vacation
from Katherine Gibbs in Boston.
She has spent the whole time at
the Solarium getting a marvelous
tan of which we are all jealous.
(After all, we only live here.) Priscilla, bless her little heart, has been
looking very serious lately. Your
correspondent thinks that she is
writing another one of her plays.

that Hank has recovered from the
measles. We'd like to hear more
about his — shall we say exodus
from the Infirmary.
Don't know the reason, but an
awful lot of Kappas have suddenly
become oh, soooo, interested in Re
ligion.
(Wonder if Trow reads
this!!). Don't know the reason
(like fun), but Charlotte, Betty B
and Jean have all seemed very
happy since vacation. Don't know
the reason but Patty got a long
long-distance call Monday night.
Your old Auntie Matilda must toddle off to the Sandspur office now
— she had a simply scrumptious
time in Timbuctoo and will tell you
all about it next time.
MEET THE GAMMA PHI BETAS
Joanne Oak was born in New
York in 1920, went to California,
and has lived in New England ever
since. A dark, serious, contemplative person, she wants to go into
architecture with an emphasis on
small frame houses for the north.
Her summers have been spent
drafting for an architect, doing
backstage work in a theatre and
working in an antique shop. With
a keen sense of beauty in her surroundings and quick, vivid ideas,
her interests are many. An impeccable choice of clothes to suit her
personality is obtained through
careful studies and sketches. This
along with her subtle sense of color
gives her an individual blend with
her tall slim poise. At any degree
of inspection her talents are unlimited it seems. If favorite notables are mentioned it's bound to
turn up that hers are Sigrid Undset
and the Lindberghs. She is a natural organizer, whether it be people for action, or material in her
precisely planned and expensive
term papers. Most people stand
rather in awe of her immense energy and the force with which she
throws herself into anything which
she believes in.

PI PHITES
Between recuperating from our
long ( ?) vacation and getting back
into the old rut on classes, we've
been the least bit busy especially
1 our dance coming along so
soon. But that isn't saying that
Bobby Brokaw hasn't had time to
see a lot of her dark hero, and Pat
hers. Pat, who usually keeps one
ear cocked all night for the telephone, answered it the other night
a t the unearthly hour of three, and
discovered Buck at the other end demanding Nancy. Maybe that explains Nancy's sudden departure
for Jacksonville. Since George had
to go home, Emmy has begun to
devote her time to the greatest of
indoor sports, bridge. Guess we
aren't the only ones who missed
Bundy while she was in the infirmary. Surprise of surprises Sunday
night when several Pi Phis at Cloverleaf heard from Betty Haddom.
She is back in Philadelphia and we
have hopes she will join us again
1. Maybe not this year to study
but at least to visit and next year
to study. We were glad to hear
This last week she announced her
from her and find out that she is engagement to Stephen Lancaster
coming along O. K. and we do hope who is visiting now on campus.
she comes back.
Ed. Note: Look out, Stephen!

CHI O COMMENTS
jar Toni,
Hope you're having fun in New
York, 'cause we're sure having our
share of everything.
Wats, Bebe, Burke, Bowstead,
Randall, and Marion Russ made
their share of the noise at the K. A.
closed formal Saturday night.
Don't mention Panama City to
Dot if you want to live to a ripe
old age.
Shuttsy took a flying trip (and
; do mean literally), to South
Carolina to see her kid sister.
Burke's car was parked at the
Pelican Sunday but where were
oria and Mel?
The gentleman who pays for
those long distance calls from Tennessee that Carolyn gets was here
for a few days.
We wish Goochie would hurry
up and get her new struggle buggy.
Dying to see it!
Last time we saw the twins they
were at the ball game — we never
thought they liked the game.
Hall got another special from
Gainesville, Sunday and we hear
tell as how he'll be here this weekend.
Jo will be up there in N. Y., with
you purty soon and she'll tell you
whether we've forgotten.
Love
Hoppy Dope and Mo
The robe will be advertised presumably in some swish fashion mag
like Mile., and there are plans to
KAPPA GLAMMA
have a Rollins femme model the
By Matilda
housecoat for this ad. All very inHi, Ho, me sunburned lassies!
triguing, worth a look and a ponder. One can easily see what most of
We guess the old adage "Gentle- the Kappas did during spring vamen prefer bronze" is taking its cation. Everyone had a marvelous
annual effect again, because spring time and Mrs. Enwright was overis most undoubtedly here, despite joyed to find everyone back on time.
the morning and evening chill which
Among places visited were Sea
we prefer to disregard as our own Island (Jenelle), Miami (Diggers,
thin blood.
Sunday's pale sun Ethel Mac, Jeannie, Betty Mae,
brought out a lot of local color Scotty, Nancy, Eleanor), Memphis
seekers and put the little paddl (Charlotte), Atlantic Beach (Patboats that Rollins seems to have ty), Winter Garden (Wilma and
acquired, into good use. There Mary), Timbuctoo (Matilda), Daywasn't a canoe to be had after about tona (Betty B.), Augusta (B.
three.
Little), Atlanta (Polly).
If you're looking (look on
Plans are nearly completed for
second floor of Dickson-Ives!) for the Kappa dance on April 26. The
a heavy linen to wear during the decorations will probably be no
indecision season, you will just na great surprise to many.
turally make eyes bat if you nimbi,
Nancy looks normal again now
in any class, and date, any plac<
with this deep sky blue linen madi
with a rather full skirt, plain tight
bodice, and square neckline outlined in small white-looking work
that hints of hand-embroidery. Thi
cuffs are outlined in a narrow strip
of the same stuff, and with a goo
tan, it's the answer to a maiden
stare.
Incidentally, may we suggest you
take a good snuff at Schiaparell
new "Sleeping" ? Afterwards we'll
wager you'll feel like making
Tissy Lish noise!

PHI MUSINGS
Two very nervous new members
attended their first meeting of Phi
Mu last Monday night. We are
very happy to have Polly Prestholdt and Doris Kohl with us at
last.
Barbie Bryant, our new prexy,
has been stirring up the dust in
closets and files, getting everything in order for next year.
Luverne has been playing hide
and seek for over a week now with
a sheriff and a state trooper. Oddly
enough, she's never a t Fox when
either of them calls. But she's innocent!
The dorm is complete once more,
now that Marelle is back with us.
She carried her spring vacation on
into a hospital and found it wasn't
so easy to get out.
Ginny Fender protests that she
never does anything exciting, yet
we hear little remarks about the
coming Pi Phi dance and June Week
at West Point.
Norine, Polly and Jean went to
the K. A. dinner-dance Saturday
night and had such a good time that
a reunion is planned.
'Verne and Alice Bane are now
the proud wearers of Phi Beta pins.
And next Sunday night, both the
Alpha Phis and the Phi Mus will be
hostesses to President Holt.
F o r Good P h o t o F i n i s h i n g
Go to Studio of

L E O N A. P A G E
PHOTOGRAPHER
'
136 E. Park Ave. Winter Park

Choir's Annual Art Students A g a i n A n n e x
St. Pete Concert Allied Arts Exhibit Honors
Is Big Success Barbate. Northern Is Givefri
Special Award for
Oil Painting

Packed Church in Attendance
As Choir Scores
Hit
The Rollins choir gave its fourth
annual concert at the First Congregational Church, "A
Friendly
Church Home for Friendly People",
in St. Pete last Sunday. The entire choir of fifty-five voices,
complete with d i r e c t o r and
organist made the trip and gave
two identical concerts at six and
seven-thirty in the evening. Between concerts in the church, which
is reported to have excellent accoustics, the choir was served vegetable
soup for its dinner.
The program, which advance
notices claimed to be "As fine a
collection of music as has ever been
heard in one program", is as follows:
ROLLINS COLLEGE CHOIR
Two Identical Services—6:30 and
7:30 P. M.
Christopher O. Honaas, Choirmast e r — Herman F. Siewert, Organist
Otgan Prelude—"Andante" from
Sonata for solo violin — „ . Bach
Processional Hymn No. 3 — "Holy,
Holy, Holy"
_
Dykes
Invocation and The Lord's Prayer
Anthems — Fugue and Chorale
from motet, "The Spirit Also
Helpeth Us"
Bach
"Jesu, Thou My Consolation"
"Never Will I Leave My Lord"
from Cantata No. 154
Bach
"Go, Song of Mine"
Elgar
"As Torrents in Summer"
Elgar
"The Challenge of Thor" Elgar
Address—"Character and Education"
Dr. Hamilton Holt,
President
Sacrement of Gifts
Offertory—"Ecce Homo" Beghon
Anthem—"Agnus Dei" Kalinnikoff
"Father Most Holy" Christiansen
"Beautiful Savior" Christiansen
"Poor Wayfaring Stranger"
Jackson-Gatewood
"Listen to the Lambs"
Dett
Recessional Hymn No. 2—"How
Firm a Foundation" _
Diversi
Benediction
Organ Postlude—"Carrilon"
_ Edmundson

The awarding of prizes for a
teur art work entered in the annual
exhibit of the Allied Arts was announced Saturday, with thirty-two
out of the forty-five prizes going
to a r t students of Rollins College.
In addition, Barbara Northen, a
Rollins student from Winter Park,
received a special award for her
landscape in oil, "High Tor", judged
the best picture in the exhibition.
Altogether, Rollins students received eleven blue ribbons, eleven
second place prizes and ten third
place awards.
The exhibition, which includes 87
entries in oil painting, water color,
mural design, black and white landscape and etchings, sculpture, interior decoration books, and notebooks on the history and appreciation of art, opened a t the Rollins
Art Studio on Thursday evening
with a formal reception.
The Jury of Selection was composed of Miss Helen E. Fernald,
Frank Besedick, David Swanson,
John Hawkins and Tracey Hoppin;
The Jury of Awards, Dr. Howard
S. Gray, Contesse de Bosdari, Miss
Helen E. Fernald, Frank Besedick,
John Hawkins, and Jenkins Bolive
judged the Interior Decoration entries.
List of awards was announced as
follows:
Portraiture, Oil: first, "Marian"
by Annabel Ledlie Berry; second,
"Green Sabre", Dixon Yard; third,
"Pink Lady", Ellen Gross.
Figure Fainting, Oil: First "Ballerina",
Ellen Gross;
second,
"Reach!" Bower Corwin; third,
"Apple Al", Alberta Little.
Landscape, Oil: First, "High Tor"
Barbara Northen; second Countryside," Barbara Northen; third
"Country-Church", Alma Van derweedle.
Still Life, Oil: First, "Night
Blooming Cereus", Barbara Northen; second, "Amaryllis" Mrs.
Moon; third, "Winter Twilight",
Annabel Ledlie Berry.
Landscape, Water Color: First,
"March Wind", Virginia Tilden;

NOTICE TO STUDENTS

Launderers •

Drycleaners

202 E. PARK AVE.

Phone 49

John Giantonio and Mel Clanton
Campus Agents

Orange Laundry
AND ACME CLEANERS
"Clean Clothes Craftsmen"

Papers. Ribbons, Carbons
for typing
Sheaffer Pens and Pencils
L. C Smith and Corona
Typewriters

second, "1941 Florida State Fair"
Jane Pelton; third, "Coffee Shop"
Julia Pelton.
Still Life, Water Color: First
"Gladioli", Virginia Tilden; second
"Orchid", Frances Perrottet; third
"Tiger Lillies", Alma Vandervedle,
Abstraction, Water Color: First,
"Abstraction/', David McCreery;
second, "34th Street Sunset", Barbara Northen.
Mural Design: First, "Four
Horsemen", Mary Lee; second,
"Class Sketch for Laboratory Theatre", entered by the Rollins class
mural design.
Landscape, Black and White:
First, "Night Must Fall", Mary
Lee. Etchings, black and white
first, "Sand Dunes", Eleanor Thorn
ton.
Sculpture. Head or Mask: First,
"Head", Kathleen Duncan; second,
"Self-Portrait
Mask",
Carol:
Mills; third, "Head", Frank Grundler.
Relief: First, "Peasant Woman"
Jane Balch; second, "Baby Centaur", Flora Harris; third, "Bal
anese", Mary Wright.
Original Composition in Sculpture: First, "Gossips", Emily Akerman; second, "Horse", Emily Akerman; third, "Lamb", Caroline Mills
Special prize for Original Composition: "Abstraction", by John H
Buckwalter.
Interior Decoration: House Books
and Specifications: First, Catherine
Saunders; second, Lillian Ryan;
third, Alberta Little.
Special Interior Decoration Mention: First, Wilma Tilden; second
Mary Tilden.
Original Plans: First, Jane Haggerty; second, Betty Lanza; third.
David Frazier.
History and Appreciation of Art,
notebooks: First, Halstead Cald
well; second, Barbara Brown; third
Almir Castro.

Desks and Office Chairs

O'Neal-Branch Co.
39-43 E. Pine S t
Phone 3051
Orlando

For Underwood Portables
CALL

Orlando Typewriter
Exchange
15 S. Main S t
Phone 6158

Orlando

Get into a Zephyr
SLACKS SUIT
Sharkskin
$7.50
Spun Rayon
$5.95

GUST'S
Repair Shop
"We Repair Anything"

Keys Made
•
Trunks Opened

Cool, impeccably tailored slacks
suits for campus and classroom.
Tan, blue and green.

YOWELL-DREW'S

120 E. Welbourne Ave.
Winter Park

ORLANDO

from the

STUDENT PUBLICATIONS UNION
POSITIONS ARE NOW OPEN FOR EDITOR, BUSINESS
MANAGER and ADVERTISING COMMISSIONER
REQUIREMENTS FOR 1941-42:
ADVERTISING COMMISSIONER — Must be a member of the
Upper Division by October 1 of the year of his incumbency
and must have worked for two years on the regular business
staff of one or more of the member publications.
SANDSPUR EDITOR — Candidate must be a member of the
Upper Division by October 1, 1941, and must have worked
for two years as a regular member of the Sandspur staff.
SANDSPUR BUSINESS MANAGER — Candidate must be a
member of the Upper Division by October 1, 1941, and
must have worked for one year on the Business Staff of a
member publication.
TOMOKAN EDITOR — Candidate must be a member of the
graduating class of 1942, and must have worked for a t
least one year as a member of the Tomokan Staff.
TOMOKAN BUSINESS MANAGER — Candidate must be a
member of the Upper Division by October 1, 1941, and must
have worked for one year on the Business Staff of a member
publication.
FLAMINGO EDITOR — Candidate must be a member of the
Upper Division by October 1, 1941, and must have worked
for two years on the Flafningo Staff, or one year as a staff
member and one year as as a contributor.
FLAMINGO BUSINESS MANAGER — Candidate must be a
member of the Upper Division by October 1, 1941, and
must have worked for one year on the Business Staff of a
member publication.
Students who are interested and who desire to be considered by the Student Publications Union, should file application on or before April 10, 1941. Election April 17, 1941.
Candidates should address letter of application to E. T.
Brown, Secretary-Treasurer, Student Publications Union.

Now is the time to order an autographed copy of
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DAWN WATCH OVER CHINA
By
MISS JOY HOMER
from

T u l i p t i m e is a roundelay
of fragrance inspired b y t h e
gay, valiant spirit of spring—by
t h e perfume of all t h e flowers of s p r i n g — b l e n d e d by
HARRIET HUBBARD AYER w i t h t h e same inimitable genius
t h a t c a p t u r e d Pink C l o v e r from America's fields and

T H E BOOKERY

m e a d o w s . Tuliptime is t h e t r u e fragrance of spring, of
courage, of love, of j o y of living.

SOUTHERN DAIRIES
Sealtest Ice Cream

Bouquet, 2.50

is served exclusively in the Beanery

Cologne, 1.50

SPECIAL FOR APRIL

Strawberry Royale

ICE CKEAk-f®

Bath P o w d e r

T a l c u m , .75

Soap, .75

1.50

Face Powder, 1.50
Sachet, 1.50

M
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Rollins College is holding its annual science open
house today in Knowles Hall on the campus, from 3 to
6 P. M. and from 7 to 10 P. M.
The chemistry and physics departments will display wonders of science at 4, 5, 7:30, 8:30 and 9:30
P. M., and during the entire open house visitors will
be welcome in all the laboratories. Faculty members
and students will act as guides.
In the article which follows, Jack Liberman takes
an imaginary visitor on an imaginary trip through
Knowles Hall while imaginary classes are in session.
By JACK LIBERMAN

ES, sir, that white ivy-covered building is Knowles Hall,
the home of the sciences at Rollins. I'd be only too glad
to show it to you.
The first door on your left leads to the physics department's rooms. We'll have to be quiet, because Dr. Kinsler is
teaching a class in the next room. The equipment you see
on the various tables is for the students taking the general
physics course, which is for the science major and is essential for the physicist and very helpful for the other budding
scientists. In this course, which lasts for a year, the student
studies the fundamentals of mechanics, heat, electricity,
magnetism, optics, and nuclear physics. Those who go on in
physics take advanced courses in most of the subjects I've
mentioned.
In the first hour of the two-hour
period, we study our lesson and do
our problems. Dr. Kinsler is always around, answering - our questions and showing us how to do
the more difficult problems. In
the second hour, we discuss the
problems.
Where does that door lead ?
Why, that's our main equipment
room. I'd be willing to compare
our equipment with that of any
college our size. That's a cathode ray oscillograph. Don't let
the name frighten you. While its
mechanism is rather complicated,
it boils down to the fact that it
can transform sounds into various
types of curves, with which it is
easy for the physicist to work.
When the machine is working, the
curves appear on that white
screen. There are galvonometers,
very sensitive ammeters used for
measuring electric currents, voltmeters,
spectroscopes,
fluoroscopes,and other types of equipment. Most of the equipment is
used in experiments by both the
elementary and advanced students. That glass-enclosed room is
Dr. Kinsler's office, where he
keeps a small physics library and
holds his conferences with students.
Advanced Electricity Taught
The adjoining room is the classroom. Right now, Dr. Kinsler is
teaching advanced electricity to a
small class of six students. It's a
difficult subject and he takes his
time with it, sometimes covering
no more than three or four problems and two or three pages of the
textbook a day, but when those
hoys finish that course, they will
know their electricity.
Some of the other advanced
courses are physical mechanics,
probably the most difficult in all
Rollins; modern physics, which

THREE

Holds Its Annual Science Open House Friday

Laboratories in Knowles
Are Explained to Public

Y
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tories now. Let's go through Dr.
Waddington's office. All the books
you see on the shelves contain the
records of the work of the best
chemists in history. They are of
great value to the student who
wishes to learn more than just
what is in the textbook. In fact,
every chemistry major has to do
some original project in order to
graduate, just like the physics major.
The lab is shared by students
studying introductory and organic
chemistry. What is organic chemistry? You see, the field of chemistry is divided roughly into inorganic, which deals with the
properties of such substances as
soil, rocks, salt, water and air; and
organic, or the study of carbon
compounds and their derivatives,
which substances occur in living
organisms. Other compounds included in this field are sugar, wood
and cellophane.
Within these fields there are in
general two operations with which
the student is concerned. They
are analysis, which means literally
breaking down, and synthesis,
which means building up. Most
of the synthesis takes place in
this lab, while the analysis takes
place in the other.

Right through this passageway,
sir. That door leads to the stockroom, in which the poisonous and
deals with the latest developments rarer compounds are kept. Only
in physics (especially in nuclear the profs and student assistants
are allowed to enter. The apparaphysics), and advanced optics.
Across the hall is the workshop, tus is also kept there.
The Viscosity of Soap Bubbles
where repairs are made to damThis is the lab for both the
aged i equipment. It is there that
the physics major fulfills a re- quantitative analysis students and
quirement for graduation, that of the physical chemists. The forputting his theories into practice mer learn the manual skill and
by performing a difficult experi- precision necessary to make exact
ment in his specific field of quantitative determinations such
as the amount of salt in a comphysics.
What about non-science majors, mercial sample of toothpaste or
did I hear you ask? Well, scien- the percentage of impurities in a
tific studies at Rollins are not lim- sample of bicarbonate of soda.
ited to those who plan to make The latter do experiments illusscience their life's work. Every trating the application of physics
Rollins student is required to have to chemistry. To give you an idea
at least 'a background in the sci- of the work done in this course, I
ences. For a student whose ma- might mention the study of the exjor interest may be dramatics, his- pansion of gases under pressure
tory, or some other like subject, or the determination of surface
tension or the viscosity of soap
the integrated
bubbles. That sounds hard, and
are ideal. They
acquaint him with the fundamen- to tell the truth it is, but it's so
tal scientific facts, laws, theories, interesting that they don't mind
and methods in a simple non-tech- the work.
nical manner, to give him an apLike Dr. Kinsler, both Dr. Wadpreciation of the role played by
dington and Dr. Beatty are alsciences in the modern world.
ways around to help any of the
Lectureless Lecture Room
students with their lab work and
Next, let me show you the problems.
chemistry department. It's just
A lot of our graduates go on to
up the hall. Here is K-509, the graduate, schools, such as M.I.T.,
chemistry lecture room. Despite California Tech. and Wisconsin,
its name, lectures are not held and make fine records too. And
here. Although the professor does during the summer many of the
have to do more talking than the undergraduates work in labs all
students, because of the subject's over the country, learning the
difficulty, the course is rather one practical part of chemistry.
of sharing ideas. We learn theory,
Now, let's go upstairs to the
present papers and reports, and, other departments. Here at the
occasionally, see a movie illustrat- head of the stairs is mathematics.
ing some phase of chemistry about In this room, one of the two math
which we are studying, in this rooms, those students who are not
majoring in the sciences learn the
In chemistry, theory is continu- basic principles of math — adally on trial before the jury of vanced algebra, trigonometry, and
laboratory tests and experimental geometry. Practical applications
data. I'll show you the labora- of the subject are learned also, as

ONE ROLLINS CLASS THAT MUST BE HELD AT NIGHT

Students of astronomy get firsthand information by observing the stars and planets through a telescope. Dr. Phyllis Hutchings points out the constellations to them while Dr. William L. Hutchings
explains to them what they see.

NEW FRONTIERS IN THE LABORATORY

Students preparing sulfanilamide, sensational :
the students learn mechanical
drawing, surveying, and business
mathematics.
In the other room, more advanced courses are taught. These
include both elementary and advanced calculus. I guess to most
people mathematics is an abstract
affair except for arithmetic, especially when one hears of integrals,
differentials, logarithms, and the
like, but ask any chemist or physicist and he'll swear by, although
sometimes at, calculus as essential in his work. Even the philosopher, such as Russell or Whitehead in their "Principia Mathem a t i c a l has shown mathematics
to be a definite part of our daily
lives. Without it, life and its wonders would be inexpressible.
Learn Radio Communication
Next to the math room is the radio room. You can see the transmitter and other apparatus. Since
radio is such an important factor
in our daily lives, Rollins offers a
course in radio communication
which will qualify those that take
it to pass a government examination for certificates as class B
amateur radio operators.
As a service to those in Central
Florida, the course is also open to
anyone not registered as a Rollins
student upon payment of a small
fee to cover the cost of the material used. Meetings are held in the
math room I showed you, every
Tuesday and Friday evening.
The course is conducted by Professor Weinberg, under whose
guidance WDBO was built and
put into operation on the Rollins
College campus in 1924. Although
it no longer has any official connection with the station, Rollins
still broadcasts every Thursday
evening and Sunday morning.
Instruction is given in sending
and receiving, international code,
elementary theory and communication, ultra high frequency, elementary and advanced radio theory, and the rules and regulations
of the Federal Communications
Commission.
This new course offers an excellent opportunity to men who.
desire to specialize in some phase
of army work. The United States
needs thousands of radio operators.
The short wave station has met
with great success and many contacts with fellow "hams" have
been made all over the country.
Regularly enrolled Rollins students receive academic credit
when they successfully pass the
government examination and obtain their licenses.
Astronomy on Lakefront
Here's a room in which a subject is, taught, the effect of which
is felt and enjoyed hy most Rollins
students and yet they give very
little thought to it. I mean astronomy. In this course the sun, planets, stars and moon are studied —
not only their appearance, for we
all have seen them at some time

or another under varying conditions, but also their motion, physical characteristics invisible to the
naked eye, their effect on the seasons, and the causes and effects of
eclipses.
As with the other physical sciences, there is a laboratory. Unfortunately, it is not in this building, but down near Lake Virginia.
There in a little building of their
own are housed two telescopes. If
a stereopticon effect is wanted, the
two can be used as one. They are
not large, having only four-inch
apertures, but are very good and
were made by Zeiss. They have
very* good definition, which makes
objects very clear. The students
in the general course go down
there once a week, while the seminar students go twice, the actual
days depending on the weather.
Once a month, the public is invited
to visit the observatory.
There is also a course in navigation, very popular now, which
teaches dead reckoning, piloting
and celestial navigation, the latter using the sextant to "shoot"
the sun, thus obtaining the latitude and longitude of a vessel's
position.
Now here is the last of the science departments, but by no
means the least important. This
is biology.
The botany section is in the
basement and conducts all its
work there, while zoology occupies
part of the Baker Museum, which
you see here, with an interesting
display of various divisions of biology.
This room Is both the laboratory
and classroom, since much of the
lab work does not require much
apparatus, but involves much
writing and drawing. This room
has a strange attraction for all
those who work in it. It's not like
other work rooms, somewhat unfriendly and business-like, but
rather like a big study and living
room, a place where one likes to
work even when not required to.
Meet the Hostess
Here is the hostess of the lab,
this lovely skeleton, which is generally draped t o spare novices in
such matters. You can see all the
charts and models of living organisms and plants. There in the
corner is a cage of white mice,
whose habits are observed by the
students. All this atmosphere
leads to one goal, that of creating
an environment that will stimulate the students to want to do
their work. As in all sciences, the
courses are difficult in the advanced stages, but for those who
want to be biologists the work is
so interesting as to make the work
The two main courses are general biology and comparative
anatomy. In both courses the text
and lab work compare with those
at any other college, while the
smallness of the classes gives the
student a better chance to ask

ROLLINS SCIENCE FACULTY
DEAN WINSLOW S. ANDERSON _ Professor of Chemistry
DR. CROOM BEATTY III

Instructor in Chemistry

EDWARD M DAVIS
Curator of the Thomas R. Baker Museum
JOHN FLUNO

Instructor in Biology

DR. PHYLLIS H. HUTCHINGS

Instructor in Astronomy

DR. WILUAM L. HUTCHINGS
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
DR. LAWRENCE E. KINSLER
Associate Professor of Physics
DR. GEORGE G. SCOTT

Professor of Biology

MISS BERNICE C. SHOR „ . Assistant Professor of Biology
DR. GUY WADDINGTON

.-_ Associate Professor of Physics

EDWARD F. WEINBERG
DR. J. C. T. UPHOF

Professor of Mathematics
Professor of Biology and Botany

questions and so understand the
subject. It's the Rollins system
at its best.
Besides these two main courses,
both important and necessary
steps toward graduate work in
many fields, like medicine, biology, and biochemistry, there are
other advanced courses. Histology, embryology, and special problems are fascinating and give ample opportunity for individual
work. The department also has a
library, like the others, in that
office.
In order to help the student who
needs more than the given time

to do his experiments, and most of
us do, this and the other department labs are open on certain
nights under supervision. Because
of this close co-operation and daily
contact, the students here form a
sort of social group of their own,
often celebrating a birthday of
one of the members with a party..
Quite a few of the students of"
this department have made names
for themselves in their chosen
fields and there are some future
doctors and biologists in collegenow who show strong promise of
success.
I hope you have enjoyed your
trip through Knowles Hall.

ROLLINS AMATEUR RADIO CLUB

Prof. Edward F. Weinberg (left), with three members of his class in
short-wave radio code and theory operating the RoHins station
W4GMN. Pauline Betz is at the dial.
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By Pris Thompson
pin, Bert bought two miniature
Spring vacation was short, aver castanets — that really play!
From Sea Island: Jenelle Wilhite
us, nevertheless we scattered ii
and Bill Chick went up to Georgia
directions. We don't see how the for the vacation. Jenelle bought
girls found time for shopping, but no clothes, but Bill gave her a red,
Editor .
evidently they did, for they brought transparent cigarette case studded
E D I T O R I A L BOARD
back feminine loot from points with diamonds (we're not positive,
north, east south and west:
but that's what we were told!).
Sforts Editor
_...
From Nassau: According to re
From Miami Beach: Gloria Burke
JACK C. LIBERMAN
ports, the crowd that went to Nas came back with gobs of clothes
Managing Editors
A L D E N C. MANCHESTER sau must have bought out practical- from Miami and the Beach. One
P A U L C. H A L E Y
ly the whole island. Carol Robert' of the cleverest items is a
DOROTHY H U G L I son, first to arrive home, draped of moccasins of soft brown buckWomen's Sforts
Editor
everybody in shell necklaces yard; skin and spotted brown and white
PROOF READERS
long.
She also brought back unsheared calfskin laced with leaBarbara Northen, P a t Guillow
samples of the Dutches of W
ther throngs. Betty Lanza got a
sor's favorite jewelry, made by the darling two-piece bathing suite
EDITORIAL ASSISTANTS
natives — bracelets, necklaces and in brown and white pique. The
Frances Montgomery, Frank Bowes
headgear of tiny white shells clus- stripes of the ballerina skirt run
tered in flower forms, with littl horizonially, and both skirt and
REPORTERS
yellow centers. The bracelets are top are trimmed with a wide, plain
Jean Hamaker, Lillian Ryan, Bud Waddell, Jane Welsh, Grace chunky, and the necklaces arranged band of white pique.
in a short triangle something like
Gehron, Catherine Colnon, Sam Pugh, I r a Yopp
From Palm Beach: The beach
a collar. The head-pieces are
shops were ransacked by Ellie
EACH VEAR THE PRESIDENT O F
SPECIAL ASSIGNMENTS
made in triangular tiaras. Janet Wynne, who after three hours oi
FLORIDA SOOTHERJJ COLLEGE
NORTHWESTERN UMW. LIGHTS
Jones was native-influenced into shopping came out exhausted with
Jess Gregg, Tom Casey, Charlotte Stout, Rod MacArthur
HAS THE: ONLY IMPORTED HINDU
A HUGH PURPLE CANDLE 4 FT. HIGH
wearing a bracelet of real pink just a belt! But not "just" a belt,
TEMPLE IM AMERICA. THIS HAMDAT frOI R M ON A WEDNESDAY IN
BUSINESS STAFF
azaleas, — a wonderful idea
CARVE.D
TEMPLE
WEIGHS
10
TOMS,
either, for it's a cigarette case
THE MIDDLE OF MAY. AT THE
Business Manager
J O H N GIANTONIO with a dirndle of pink and white too!
WAS BROUGHT TO THE FLORIDA
SAME MOMENT N.U. ALUWN1 ALL
The belt itself is of red,
CAMPUS FROM BENARESJNDIA
0VER THE WORLD LIGHT CANDLES.
Advertising Commissioner .
. M. K. HARMON, JR. stripes. Janet also brought some white and blue stripes in patent
luscious
pastel
colored
sweaters,
leather. The buckle, mounted with
Circulation Manager
RITA COSTELLO
and some British wool. Ellen Gross, our own U. S. gold eagle crest,
Peggy McLean and P a t Guillow in- opens up and discloses space for the
dulged in more shells and sweaters, cigarettes.
scarfs of English-made LibFrom St. Petersburg: Even with
erty silk and straw hats bought the house party and all, Bebe Dabbs
(Continued from Page 1)
the public market-place.
Rollins and its undergraduates pour a lot of money into From Cuba: Although Carolyn had time for clothes. She came ing my hair, Andray sed that all explosives to kill men and I bet
with bridght red leather play
you girls will moan having to go
Orlando and Winter Park tills during the college year, and Lewis and Bert Schlegel agreed back
shoes, two candy-stripe dresses in the ingrediunts used to make a
sometimes we feel that we're pretty good to the local busi their vacation in Cuba was wonder- red and brown, and a combination womans face beautyful like perox- around without make up. But I
sed Whats the diffrunce? If enuf
ful,
they
said
they
couldn't
find
ness men. But we also run up a good many bills, and now and
yellow and white print. The latter ide and red fingernail polish are
men kill each other in the war, it
much that couldn't be bought here.
then we have to do a little stalling on them until we hear from However, they both invested in has a tailored top in a large south having a shortuge because they wont matter what us wimen look
design and a plain white but- are being used for war materials
home. Furthermore, as we're used to shouting at one an-elegant envelope bags of alligator,
like.
ton-up-the-front skirt.
and I sed Do you mean to tell me
other, we're probably none too polite as customers. By and and long garland necklaces of
I am suposed to go out with Eddie
From Alabama: Seems that the the army are going to try to camesponges,
also
necklaces
of
shells
—
Wait tonite, but he hasnt got a
large, perhaps we're a little irritating.
ize of vacation jewelry was
small round shells and the long,
flawge the canons and things to haircut yet and Im afraid peeple
And that makes all the more worthy of note the unselfish pointed kind — also bracelets of brought back by Terry Dean. look like Mae West. And he sed will think Im out with Gess Greg.
and dynamic efforts being put forward by many business little dancing dolls, made of coquina Neither she nor Winchell has sup- No Lola, all the beautyfying kemiLove and k.
plied Gab and Gown with specifiand professional men as Rollins heads toward the April 10th shells. For a very Cuban lapel cations as yet!
are indispensible in making
LOLA
Entered as second class matter, November 24, 1925, at the post office at Winter Park, aging only four days for most of
Florida, under the act of March 3, 1879.

Lola Returns to Rollins

Orange County Business People
Aid $200,000 Drive

deadline of its current $200,000 Orange County Drive.
Strangely enough, the very fact of student spending has
been something of an obstacle in the current campaign for
the $200,000 Student Aid Fund. "Look at all those convertible Cadillacs out on Holt Avenue," said the prospects. "Rollins is a rich college. Why should I give those guys anything?" They had to be told, of course, that 40 percent of
us have scholarships or get some other form of student aid,
and that the 60 percent pay the full cost of their education,
getting nothing from endowment.
A lot of Orange County business men have overlooked and
bucked the rich-college argument. Many of them have had
no direct interest in Rollins and no direct revenue to credit
to the College. They have given the use of their names, many
hours of their time, and thousands of their dollars. Dr. Holt
remarked the other day that Rollins is perhaps unique among
small colleges in having had the financial support of at least
3,000 public-spirited men and women in Central Florida and
elsewhere who were not alumni and had no formal connection
with Rollins.
Orange County business men are in the front ranks of
these friends. We owe them a lot more than our current
bills.

More About The Beanery
Stewart Haggerty is currently circulating a few petitions
to the students in an effort to get them to come into breakfast in a less concentrated stream and we believe it's a highly
commendable idea.
As Mr. Haggerty has pointed out, the beanery opens as
early as 7:30 for breakfast and if just a few of us will get
together and curb that desire to get "just forty more winks"
before getting up, it will put a speedy end to those long, torturou& lines that are so harrowing early in the morning.
It might be well to observe here that in past years it became necessary to have the student waiters turn out for breakfast work also, because of conditions of this kind, and it would
be a nice gesture of cooperation on the part of all to move towards a prevention of such action again.
Incidentally, while discussing the Beanery, we'd like to
know how most of the students would feel about putting some
form of circulating-table method that would give different
people in different groups a chance to meet one another We
might make it an optional plan, let the students vote on it.
How about it?

Length of Play Necessitates
Novel Presentation Of
Shakespearean Play
Rollins will score another first
in the dramatic field this April
24, with the first full-length uncut production of William Shakespeare's "Romeo and Juliet" ever
attempted in America. The Rollins Student Players under the
direction of Howard Bailey will
break the old stage precedent of
cutting all of Shakespeare's plays
for stage presentation and give the
full five acts as written.
The play has been divided into
two parts for the Rollins production: the first is composed of the
first two acts of the play and
the second of the remaining three.
The first part will be presented a t
5:30; following this there will be an
intermission of approximately an
hour to allow the audience to eat
dinner; and the second part will go
on a t 8:15. There will be three
performances on April 24, 25 and
26.
Headlining the cast will be two
of Rollins favorite actors, Dudley
Darling and Barbara Brown, as
Romeo and Juliet respectively.
They will be making their first appearance together since last January and the Annie Russell Series'
"Night Must Fall." Also prominent in the cast will be Jack Ruth
Benvolio, Ed Waite as Tybalt,
Jack Campbell as Mercutio, Folke
Sellman as Paris, and Jack Buckalter as Friar Lawrence. Only
changes made in the cast since
last reporting are Dean Waddell to
Montague and Alden Manchester to
Prince Escalus.

WITH FRATERNITY CORRESPONDENTS
LAMBDA CHI COMMENT
By D. A. Crawford
I t is now quite evident that th(
spirit of Lambda Chi has under
gone a complete metamorphosis
For a reason unknown (perhaps
under the influence of the traveling secretary), the brothers have
become pseudo-gentlemen.
PTO
fanity is now limited to hushed
tones behind locked doors. True,
the more delicate members of the
student body still prefer to c
to the other side of the street
when passing the portals of Hooker
Hall, but then Rome wasn't built
in a day. Within the hearts of all
good Lambda Chis is the fond hope
that some day even the most timid
may pass through the famous arcade to Beanery in perfect ease.
et us now turn to the more personal angle. Sunday was a red letter day for Daytona Beach. Seven
members saw fit to close their
books (text books), and set sail
for the stock car races which for
uninitiated were very thrilling.
We old hands know that no one
ever gets killed. The surprising
thing about race fans is that they
invariably think the highway is
their course.
Ever since the S. P. O.'s have had
a monopoly on Robbie's, the Lambda Chi's have had their hearts set
on winning a Diamondball trophy.
Nearly everyday Ed Acree may be
seen practicing to become another
Ollie Barker. Will someone forget
the personal element and tell him
the difference between pitching and
bowling? Speed Matthews is about
to invest in a new supercharger,
several outboard racing motors, a
new hydroplane (someone heard
him talking about a motorcycle).

In The Editor's Mail Bag
a superb crew and football team.
Dear Sir:
In regard to Mr. Haley's just, Her scholars are brilliant, her
if not fully understanding critique actors eloquent. But little attempt
of the Flamingo, I agree the maga- has been made to lure to this school
zine has been outrageously irregu- young writing hopefuls — or to
lar — this thru no fault of the insure their continuance once they
staff.
Our blocking point is a are here.
refusal to print an issue until it has
Why was not Faith Illava, that
attained the high standard we de- careful and promising young craftsmand. This standard is difficult man, offered a scholarship again
to maintain due to Rollins dwind- this year?
Why did not Jane
ling list of young writers. Lack of Miller, an excellent poetess and
good material has forced us from playwrite, return? Was any atfive to four issues this year, push- tempt ever made to bring back
ing most of the issues toward the those clever writers and artists,
latter part of the spring term, in Alice and Eleanor Booth?
hope that new writers might imRollins is justly proud of Rex
prove and develop enough to war- Beach, and murmurs
Bucklin
r a n t their inclusion.
Moon's name with pride. Rollins
Rollins has compiled an admirable awards degrees and much praise
tennis team, a fine debating team, to Marjorie Rawlings and Carl

Split Production
Planned For Romeo
and Juliet Tragedy

Sandburg, writers already established—but gives little attention to
helping the potential greats of tomorrow in attaining their degree.
This school h a s an excellent creative writing department, headed
by an accomplished and noted professor. All it needs is new talent
to shape, to form, to propell.
Next year's Flamingo editor will
have to face a far more stark problem than I did. Only three of the
present contributors will be able
to return. Now that the Flamingo
is attaining its momentum in flight
and recognition, must it starve to
death ?
Most sincerely,
Jess Gregg
Flamingo Editor

Almost forgot to tell you about
Carnie Sedlmayr.
With Cotton
standing faithfully by his side,
racing stock cars missing him by
inches, he just couldn't take his
eyes off a two-by-four ferris wheel.
With Cotton standing by his side,
your correspondent's trend of
thought couldn't be broken by a
ferris wheel.

was the trip to Tampa and back a HAS ANYBODY SEEN DANA? in the Canal Zone, where Max is
la bicycle. "Tootsie" Meredith and
Until last Sunday we never had serving Uncle Sam. (If you get a
"Youngster" Justice were the
realized what a racket Rauscher
chance, Grid, blast a call for Dana.
hibitionists and what a pair those was working for the Orange Launtwo make! Tootsie says he has dry (no plug). On that day five of When last seen, he was wearing an
to keep in shape to keep in step us Sigmaniacs went to Daytona for air of subtle nonchalance and a
with cute little Bobbie Brokaw. the stock car races, a couple of us lovesick smile.)
Keep it up, boy, we're all for you. dependent upon his wallet for
The Gentlemen's House, usually
Not really a lot of gossip this
admittance fee. Having loaned , .... , . ,
,
, . , .
.. __ .
_,, ..
battling furiously and undyingly to
week so let's pass on to the club
the ticket money, Charlie manjust one game in one intramureuvered us to a "point of vantage,"
al sport, crashed through with two
The volley ball team was in top which just happened to bi
PHI POODLE
v
outside of a turn. Consequently volleyball victories in one day —
Our Spring "Week-end" came form for not ever having practised
each time a "Rhapsody in Bolts" this Swan character covers more
before
.
.
.
but
we
did
beat
the
to an end with half the inmates
With a little regular chattered by, spreading sand like ground than the grass grows on.
back for Monday classes, but the Delts.
Junior a t Coney Island, one more The jaundiced eye of your corredeferred draftees struggled in practice we should be able to give
article of immaculate clothing had spondent is quick enough, but his
throughout the week with Minnie the tougher teams a hard time.
its destiny decided. A hound for fast disintegrating fame ain't got
Thanks
for
the
work-out,
Phi
Delts
"Ronrico" House spreading good
what it takes any more to be a
business, that guy — the louse
cheer after a short jump from Really boys, you have great povolleyballer, par excellence. (Shut
tentialities. Jack Kramer arrived
If you happened to see a "High
Nassau.
last Sunday and is officially en- with grin" and a "Lohengrin", gad up, Mabel, and get your feet off my
Myer got his "Car" wet on the rolled a t Rollins. Jack is a swell
Ellington record, I'm tellin' a
ding about Saturday night and Sun
sands of Daytona Beach as a tidal boy and everyone should be proud
story). She's in a rut, that woman,
day that was Hank and his "Bones"
wave made him rather salty. Hank to have such a tennis player of his
every night she plows into the VarThat was the tall guy's one day a t
returned from the infirmary one calibre here at deah old Rollins.
sity screeching as only Mabel can
Rollins. She'll be here next year,
day too soon, but windows a r e so
screech: "It's a great night for a
however,
as
one
of
the
Rollins
fam
Main topic of conversation this
inviting, aren't they Hank?
taffy-pull!"
The only thing that
bly. A' course Mabel says to me
will stop her is a cherry ammonia
The third floor has taken on a week has been about our houst she says:
phosphate and a kick in the Glutens
new outlook with Flossie gargling party which is to be held in tht
"I don't think the oughta come Maximum — commonly called a
and wearing clean shirts everyday. first part of May. We are all lookhere together, 'cause they get "boot in the gluo" (like I say: you
What does this mean? Nin and ing forward to the event and now
along so swell and serious, and 'ab- gotta treat 'em rough, frails like
his gang left for St. Pete, by land, looking for responsible chaperones
sence makes the heart go flounder,' Mabel.) Still it ain't every day you
sea and air, but though fishing . . . if you see what we mean . . ,
so I said: "Don't feed me that Ma- see 'Glutens Maximum' in print, so
was their intent — no reports have and we think you do. Eve de
bel," which always shuts her up maybe it's ok.
come through as to whether they Chamois says he has been to many
like one of the Phlylums Mollusca
such
parties
on
the
French
Riviera
really floated on the briny deep,
(you gotta treat 'em rough, these
It looks as if everyone here goes
. . . so hang onto your hat, Patty.
but they must have gotten wet.
We have also chosen a group of dames like Mabel; tell 'em off, and out of town to see a girl (the adTretheway sent a distress call last
sho 'em who's boss — that's the way vantage of the coed plan). Gabweek from Daytona, so Myer five to act as "Searching Party'
to keep the interest up.)
by's tomato can jitters out to Sanhopped into his "Blue-bird the III", from the hours of 10 P. M. till 1:30
HAS ANYBODY SEEN HEID ford nowadays; Shorty's wagon
and was there before he hung up — A. M. We feel that Dick "Rutch"
barges off for West Palm; Griffin
Rodda will be our first victim. We RICH?
they^ call it flying low.
Follow that car! Speaking of to Goat Island, and Murphy to Paul
We were sorry to see "Bud' never see him any more since that
Mier's, but WHERE'S DANA? We
cars, Sharp ordered one on Feb
Hoover leave for he was a swell attractive Sue Turner has pledged
ary 14th and has received word that expect to hear him raffled off on a
Next
friend and the whole house has him to her affections.
pot-o'-mold program — "tear off
it
may
be
here
April
12th,
damn
line will be Jack "Beer-Barrel"
felt his absence.
the top of Jean Heidrick
"
clever, these Buick people.
Myers. What with every n
Mabel and me, we're gettin' up
eaten off campus and Reinholdt as
Pretty soon with ball games opX CLUB EXCERPTS
a demi-tasse we wonder if Jack ening in the big leagues, Shorty's big plans for the Pi Phi dance
will ever gather in his mail which hair and fingernails will bow into (plug), but you remember, Mabel,
By Snoop
Looking back over the week's has been piling up for the past oblivion. Well, I think that's funny. no taffy-pulls, and let me arrange
Of course, all I g e t from Mabel's your flowers — no eye for arrangeactivities, we notice that all the two weeks.
Well, enough of all this chatter. side of the beer keg is her feelin' ment, that girl — a t the last dance
Clubbers are back from vacation a
little hung over, pale, and general- Another week has passed and so sorry for him.but then Mabel's sen- she looked like a well kept grave —
ly out of condition. Nothing like let's turn off the lights and go timental. If this column gets at all I had to go as a D. A. R. marker to
a holiday to catch up one's night to bed. One last note: Alloo an- salty, it's because she's crying in have it look like she meant to look
life. Pitman returned from Nassau nounces that he is holding office her beer, and the lachrimal torrent that way.
loaded down with rich and ex- hours (on his balcony), from two is running onto the paper. I'd kill
pensive tweeds. He now looks like until four every Friday and Monday two stones and get the bird, if I'd
That Rollins man of magic, Bob
a page torn out of Town and Coun- so as to consider the many sug- write this column on a blotter, but jRuse, has finally moved a roomtry. Chick lost ten pounds and we gestions which have been gushing it would be practical. Well, why mate into his two-by-four combinaain't sayin' where . . . neither will in on how to handle his love life. not ? Lincoln wrote Gettysburg on tion garage, library, study hall, bar,
he. Affleck, Rodda, Brankert ,and The hours are by appointment only. an envelope, and it turned out OK?, dark room and music hall. To
IS THERE A DANA IN THE* achieve this coup, Ruse had to move
Rockhead McCorkle stayed here and If time doesn't permit, just mail
cursed the weather from 8 A. M. the top to the Phi Delt house or a HOUSE?
out half the new bomber he has unreasonable facsimile along with
Ansel "Sick Swede" Girdle-y is der construction and combine the
till 8 P. M. . . . pretty dull.
Bob Whiston, the acme of sartori- three blondes to Room 9, X Club, biasing out C. Q.'s with his shorii bar with the dark room. This was
wave right here a t the college to the' accomplished by mixing vermouth
al impeccability and darling of Rollins College.
vast amusement and often amazeCafe Society, is breathing easier
t h the hypo. Ruse and roomSIGMANIAC'S BAWL
ment of "the group". There are al-j mate Dana are getting along fine,
now that his love life is back in
By CAMPBELL
ways a t least two outsiders sitting and even breath comfortably, under
the same old groove. With the
combined efforts and cooperation You've heard of Murph's Eau de
new plan, which calls for Ruse
the shack". Right now it looks/!,
of the entire club, Bob "muddled
Cologna
like a war! Mabel's eatin peanutsjijto exhale as Dana inhales. They
through the toughest ten days of And addiction to light symphona
d the shells are droppin' allfstill have to go outside to turn
his life."
Now strange as it ist,
round us. Successful contact* book pages, change shoes, etc., but
The most unusual idea that was At the top of his list
have ben made with Alum. M a i are expecting to overcome that
conceived and actually carried out Is N a s s a u ^ Mme. Pompona.
gton through "Ham" K 5 A ) ? soon.
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Cagers Play
i^LONGthe Stetson Coeds Invade Winter S.P.O. Take Rifle Rollins Crew V i c t o r i o u s Rollins
Belated League Game
a SIDELINESPark for Play Day Saturday Match With 410 First Race to Meet W . & L . In Rec Hall Tonight
„

By CECIL BUTT

Naturally this column must be
^ Irted hy paying tribute to Bobby
te and Dodo Bundy. Rollins has
H a number of champions in
Lt, but Bobby is the first national
imis champion. Too bad there
rs
t jnldn't have been two champion'lil IDS, one for her and one for Dodo
Hail and Farewell. "Hello" — to
wk Kramer who arrived for the
.ginning of his collegiate career
i the pinkest of condition. Hope
t stays that way. "Goodbye" —to
gorge Estes who departed northfcd in pursuit of a good job. A
y little bird with an Alabama acjnt told ns t h a t Estes' departure
id not bolster the Rollins pitching
lees. No one has complained
bout the quality, but the quantity
serious difficulties
wy present

i .propos of nothing, we cannot help
l nt feel that Paul Meredith bats
| tter from the sidelines than at
I te plate. Or did you see the Rol
) ifi-Stetson game? Quentin Bittle
! [fched high school baseball, but
I ere is a little hope for him this
ason. Fred Caldwell knocked a
i pier against Stetson. He ran
' bund the bases just like Babe
• nth.

"
I
I
'

i
,
1
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Girls Present Tough Score; LC.A. Second
Richmond adid Springfield
Tar Golfers Fall Rollins
Front in Major Sports
Tar Nine Drops
Fall Prey to Tars
Contest of 1941
Superior Strength
K.A. Entries Disqualified By
To Duke's Smooth
Opener to Visitors
Officer Wesson
Working Sextet
Second Game Tie
By IRA YOPP
An inexperienced and green Rollins golf team was defeated by a
smooth working outfit from Duke
University last week. Duke ran
roughshod over the Tars by a 26 to
1 score in best-ball matches. The
only point scored by Rollins was
through the combined efforts of
Dick Wesson and Bob Davis, who
scored one-half point each in their
matches.
The splendid array of talent presented by Duke completely outclassed the Rollins team. Hampered by injuries and sickness, the
Tar team had been forced to relinquish practice for the better part
of the past few weeks. It is apparent by the scores that Rollins
was not up to their game and with
practice will present a strong lineup. Ed. Note: "In the Spring a
young man's fancy" —
Led by Joe Taylor, Southern Intercollegiate champion in 1939, the
Duke team won every match and
was never in danger a t any time
during the afternoon. Their play
on a strange course gives evidence
of their being one of the strongest
teams in the country and should be
the hardest match for the Tar team
this year.
The results of the six matches are
as follows with the Rollins players
named first:

The Men's Intramurals have nar|wed down to a three-way race
itween the Phi Delt, Lambda Chi,
id X Club. This volleyball affair,
hich is a pretty uncertain thing
; any time, may easily determine
e winner. The only other sport
diamondball. At the last tallying
C Phi Delts were leading the
imbda Chis about three points Pete Crawford ._
43-42—85
d the X Club was about the same. Bob Brownell
_
37-37—74
Bill House
43-40—83
Grover Poole
37-35—72
Ml out for the Rollins-Stetson
Pete Schoonmaker
42-39—81
'Is Sports Day next Saturday,
Chuck Alexander
38-36—74
tire's an article somewhere in the
Bob Whiston
40-39—79
>er by Dot Hugli with the details.
Joe Taylor
36-37—73
efly, it will mean a lot of fun for
Dick Wesson
43-41—84
More for the spectators, perJack Dewitt.._
42-37—79
is than for the participants. Doc
Bob Davis
45-41—86
ims says that in a few weeks the
Donald Perry
42-36—78
.s will have their chance to be
ts to Stetson. Last year the boys
Coach Fred Ward has completed
;i the ancient and highly prized the remaining schedule for the
stson derby. This year the boys year although some of the matches
green have promised to take it are tentative.
k home. Sports will include, as
"The thing that our boys need to
sal, diamondball, tennis, volley- practice most is the shots around
11, swimming, exhibition dancing, the green," he said. "They look as
If, and perhaps touch football.
good as any team on their tee shots
but the real pay-off comes when you
get near the cup. I think that with
experience they will realize this and
as a result will improve their

AS

V
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The 1941 schedule as announced:
March 31—Davidson _„_
__ Here
April 2—Mississippi Coll
Here
April 7—St. Petersburg J. C. There
April 12—Miami (tentative) There
April 17—Univ. of Penna.
Here
April 19—Univ. of Fla
Here
April 26—Stetson (tentative) There
May 10—Miami (tentative) Here
May 12—St. Petersburg J. C. There
May 17—Stetson (tentative) Here
May 30—Univ. of Fla
There

IMPORTANT NOTICE
There will be a supper meeting
of the International Relation Club
at Dean Enyart's open air fireplace, Thursday at 6:30.
Miss Joy Homer, author and foreign correspondent with the Chinese Nationalist Government, will
be the guest speaker.

Saturday will see another RollinsStetson Co-ed Playday when the
Deland girls come to Winter Park
for competition in archery, tennis,
golf, volleyball and basketball. In
the several years that it has been
in existence Rollins has rather consistently held the edge over their
larger rivals, more recently, in
the 1939 playday Rollins made a
clean sweep of all sports on their
home grounds; last year at Deland
the green-clad girls split wins for
the day.
Saturday they will meet troublesome opposition in nearly every
sport . In tennis Bobbie Betz and
Dodo Bundy will head the Rollins
team with Barbara Bryant and Bitty
Cummin as winner and runner up
in the fall tournament probably in
third and fourth spots. Ann Ballinger and Janie May Stokely rank
high in the sport in case any of the
others are not available.
In Archery Rollins will have its
Florida intercollegiate championship team of Shirley Bowstead,
Mary Trendle, Polly Prestholdt,
and Jane Coates. The first three
all shoot over 300 in a regulation
Columbia.
Rollins Golf entries will also
present topnoteh talent in " B "
Little and Betty Mackemer. Others
likely to play are Pat Guillow,
Nancy Sproull, June Reinhold, and
Charlotte Stout.
In the team sports less judgment
can be made beforehand but the
Tarlette basketball team with experience of the league season will
be in better trim than the volleyball team. Playing in the cage game
will be the regular squad of Betz,
Burke, Hogan, Sturgis, Stokely,
Hugli, McCaslin, Haggerty, Brock,
and Phillips.
With our volleyball season just
starting with spring term the team
for the day will be selected during
the week. Three players from last
year's varsity will be available for
a nucleus. They are Dot Hugli,
Betty Stevens, and Claire Gibeaalt.
Among the many who have show
talent in this most popular of team
sports in the classes are: Barbara
Brock, Gloria Burke, Barbara Bryant, Bitty Cummin, Bert Schlegel,
Mary Tilden, Rachel Harris, Suzanne Willis, Nancy Ragan, Smokey
Sholley, and Lois Hague. With
abundant material it should not
prove difficult to select a well
rounded team for Saturday.

Important
Notice to Seniors
The annual senior loan drive
started on Tuesday and will run
for one week. You are asked
to give generously so that your
classmates will be able to get
the necessary help immediately.
AH money that you give will go
into a permanent fund from
which you may borrow at any
time this year an amount up to
5% of the total fund. Donations should be tendered to Mel
Clanton and all requests for
the benefits of this fund should
be addressed to your Senior
Committee.
Senior Committee Class of '41

Last week the unsung duo of
Forbes and Hinshaw of Sigma Phi
Omega upset the highly touted
Lambda Chi Alpha rifle team of
Bowes and Sedlmayer to win the
Intramural Rifle Match with a total
of 410 points. The Lambda Chis
were second with 405. Individual
honors went to Tad Cist of X Club
who accumulated 217 points. Phi
Delt's Bill House was close behind
with 215.
The X Clubbers Cist and Chick
finished third with 402 pdints,
House and Hoover of Phi Delta
Theta finished fourth with 397.
Ruse and Griffin ranked fifth for
Sigma Nu, with 364. The Kappa
Alpha team was disqualified.
"It is the opinion of the Range
Officers that Blackwood of Kappa
Alpha was not eligible to fire
for record before the match was
scheduled to begin. (Signed) R. S.
Wesson."
Hinshaw and Forbes gained the
telling portion of their points in
the standing position, Henshaw
70 points and Forbes 53. Sedlmayer was next with 50, but high
scorer Cist gained only 34 from
the standing position. The Competition this year was closer than
usual. The returns from the Rifle
Match did not greatly affect the
intramural standings as the three
leaders, Lambda Chi, X Club, and
Phi Delt received about the same
number of intramural points.

The Arts
in Review
Some new and fresh talent made
its debut in the Allied Arts annual
show, which opened formally last
Thursday evening at the Rollins
Gallery and continued through Sunday. For the most part the exhibits
were smaller than in last year's
show, but they evinced many good
qualities — qualities which are perhaps more general among amateurs
than professionals; simplicity, directness, and vigorous invention.
Typical are the three boldly stated,
colorful story-telling panels by
Bower Corwin; the stately meeting of Stanley and Livingston, a
hold-up in a Western saloon, and a
"Yellow Barn".
Alberta Little
offered two exhibits of divergent
subject-matter; a placid lakefront
and an apple peddler, both painted
with sensitive play of cool grey and
warm browns.
Particularly in the latter, "Apple
Al", she has manipulated the pigment in delightful fashion to suggest the texture variations of an
overcoat, a steel girder, and apples.
Ellen Gross' preference for pastel
pinks and tans with a few smart
dark accents is to be seen in her
prize-winning
"Ballerina"
and
"Pink Lady". Barbara Northen secured the highest award with a
dynamic little semi-abstract landscape, "High Tor", and received
several other prizes as well. Much
attention concentrated on Mary
Lee's large oil, "The Four Horse-

Alabama Hurler Blanks Locals
Friday; but Saturday
It's 3-A11
By Sam Pugh
Coach Jack McDowall's doughty
1941 Rollins baseball team fought
the vaunted Crimson Tide of Alabama to a 3-3 tie, in a tight 13
inning game, Saturday afternoon,
March 29. On Friday, the Tars
had been blanked by the Southeastern Conference Champions, 3-0.
While neither game will go down
in the win or loss column for
Rollins, both contests could be
chalked up as moral victories. The
Alabama team is rated one of the
best college nines in the United
States with a classy mound staff.
Of the seven pitchers the Tide
brought South with them, Ed
Owcar, a towering right hander,
made the most creditable showing
to local fans by his fast ball and
dipping curves, that held the Rollins team to three hits in the
opening tilt. Gaulding, Lingerfelt,
and Brankert knocked out these
safe blows for the Tars.
Sammy Hardman kept the Tide1
12 hits well scattered in a splendid
mound performance, but two hits
in the sixth gave Alabama their
first run. They added two n
runs in the eighth on four straight
hits. Jake Arnold relieved Hardman, pitching the ninth inning.
In Saturday afternoon's game
Clyde Jones, making his debut as
a hurler, held the Tide in check
for four innings, but he weakened
in the fifth and Arnold again entered the game as relief hurler. He
teamed with Thornhill, second Ala
bama pitcher who relieved the er
ratic Wyonic, in a pitching duel for
the remaining eight innings. Both
teams had opportunities to score
in the late stages of the game,
but superb pitching and good defensive play squelched any threat
to score. Ira Yopp, second base
man, led the hitting for the Tars
with two singles in five trips to
the plate.
While Rollins did not show themselves as hitting stars against the
pitching Alabama had to offer
the defensive play revealed the potentialities of a great Tar T
With Hardman and Jones sharing
the bulk of the hurling staff sup
ported by Thompson, Harris, and
Steinfeldt as relief, and a better
hitting team, Rollins should be able
to take the Florida Gators into
camp in the two games scheduled
to be played at the local field today and tomorrow.

The playing of postponed basketball league games brings some interesting action to Recreation Hall
when the Tarlets face Miller Machine at 7:45 tonight. Rollins is
Fresh from two victories over a strong favorite to win as they
rival boats, the Rollins crew is con- have topped Miller in their two
fidently training for the race with previous meetings 27-21, and 31-34.
Washington and Lee this Friday.
Starting lineup will probably see
On the first day after spring vaBobbie Betz, Doris Hogan, and
cation the smooth Rollins shell
Gloria
Burke' at forwards, while
showed the benefits of its hard
workouts as it swamped a Rich- Sally McCaslin, Dot Hugli and Janie
mond boat by about five lengths. May Stokely take guard duties.
Using one of the longest strokes Hester Sturgis, Jane Haggerty,
in Rollins rowing history, Coach Lolly Phillips, and Barbara Brock
ill be on hand for general utility.
Bradley's boys jumped away at
The stiffness of the league comthe start and steadily increased
their lead over the full course. petition can be gained by a glance
Clanton never took the count up at the standings of the teams. Orlando High School team rests a t
over thirty-four.
the top now, watching the outcome
On the next Thursday Rollins of the postponed frays. It is alagain won easily, this time over most certain that they will have
Springfield, who the day before had to play the winner of tonight's
overcome Richmond on Lake Mait- fray; for a Miller victory would put
land. The Springfield crew was
them on par with the high school,
much smoother than Richmond, but
while a win here and in our other
lacked the practice which Rollins
postponed game with Purcell would
has had. The margin of victory
for Rollins was two and a half put the Tarlets in the same rank.
Standing of the teams:
lengths. As in the previous race,
the home crew jumped away at the
Won Lost Per't
start and was not pressed through- Orlando H. S.
6
3
.667
out the race. The Springfield boat Miller Machine
5
3
.625
was close enough, however, to war Rollins Tarletts
4
3
.571
rant Clanton's gradual increase of Purcell
1
7
.125
the stroke from the thirty-three at
the cypress trees to a thirty-eight
by the time they crossed the finish
line.
The oold weather has forced
these crews to work out on rowing
machines indoors, and they have
been on the water only a few
times. On rowing machines a crev
can get into good physical condi
tion and can nearly perfect its
timing, but bladework and the feel
of the boat cannot be worked out
until the crew has been on the
water for a considerable length of
time.
At four-fifteen this Friday, Rollins will again row, this time
against Washington and Lee from
Virginia. The Virginia boys, like
the previous two crews, have been
hampered by a lack of practice.
It shouldn't be a hard race for
Rollins, but the crew isn't loafing.
The only possible change in the
lineup will be in the bow. If Bud
Waddell, the regular bow man,
comes down with measles, and he
is now on the verge, Hank Minor
will move up from the jayvee
stroke to take his place.

RAY GREENE
— Rollins Alumnus

Real Estate Broker
Tel. 400

Park Ave.
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NOW SHOWING
THE PRIVATE LIVES OF
ELIZABETH AND ESSEX

STARTS SUNDAY

HOUGH'S
Food Shop
QUALITY FOODS
Phone 520

E. Park Ave.

ROYAL

Typewriter Headquarters
Sales and Service
All makes used typewriters

Northwestern's Purple Parrot
told of a student who turned in a
20-year old term paper from his
fraternity's files. He got A minus,
and a note from the prof which,
roughly, ran like this: "This was
an A paper when I wrote it, and by
golly it's still worth an A minus!"
men," an allegory of death and the
dictators. Distinctive material was
also contributed by Alma Vandervelde. Ella Parshall and Dave McCreery, whose taste for sleek, pure
color is well-known.

DAVIS OFFICE
SUPPLY
29 E. Pine S t

S^aWolf

Orlando

Phone 5114 — 5115

EXPERT LUBRICATION, WASHING,
POLISHING, SIMONIZING

BAGGETT'S STANDARD SERVICE
East Park Avenue

Phone 9184

~Orlando Linen & Towel Supply Co.
Incorporated
A FLORIDA INSTITUTION

Specializing in Quality Merchandise Well Lanudered
J. Walter Dickson, Mgr.
Phone 5861

^7ta£in

69 W. Concord Ave.
Orlando

•

Beautiful Selection
of Beach wear

•

New shipment of silk
and cotton McMullens

•

Dresses — for both Date
and class room wear

Tisutehfijj

[FITS

• For that money you
can buy a genuine Palm
Beach Suit—the suit with
the million "open windows" that let your body
breathe. Washable, light,
softer to the touch — and
the
national summervalue at

.17.75
'hites, blues, tans, grays, greens
SLACKS, $5.50
EVENING FORMAL, $20.00
Palm Beach Suits

L C. B A K E R
at the corner, downtown

MI. i m F R F N r H
ILDING FOR ROLLINS — Architect's conception of the first unit containing modern classrooms to fit
fi
i w PnVHns campus plan. The building is a step in the larger Rollins program, and was not received as part of the
ther Mn £ 7 " ° m " ; o t u d e n t Aid Fund campaign. It is to house the French department. In Mediterranean style, showing
2 rec | h P?ovenca influence, it is to be U-shaped, with an open patio facing Lake Virginia. The building is the gift of
L iWnTnpV Case of Worcester Mass., daughter of the late Francis Bangs Knowles, a founder, trustee and benefactor of
D M ' I S Mrs Gage also gave the organ and bronze screens of the Knowles Memorial Chapel. The chapel was presented to
R i r \ ' i n 1932 by her sister, Mrs. Frances Knowles Warren Warren of Boston.

Lohr-Lea Shop
ie 12

East Park Avenue

ROLLINS

SIX
ORGAN VESPERS
Wednesday, April 2, 1941
8:15 P. M.
HERMAN F. SIEWERT,
Organist
Assisted By
Lucille Tolson Moore, Soprano

PHILCO RADIOS

Bennett Electric
Shop

1. Prelude and Fugue
(St. Anne's) in E flat.... Bach
2. The Legend of the
Mountain
_____ Karg-Elert
3. Fantasia for organ,
"From New England"
(mms)
Ralph Baldwin
dedicated to Mr. Siewert
4. a) Canto "Lasciatemi
Morire! from
Ariana _____
Monteverd:
b) Qando Menvo, from
La Boheme
Puccini
Lucille Tolson Moore, soprano
5. Tone poem,
Finlandia
Sibeliu
(requested)
6. a) All inthe April
Evening
___
Diack
b) Christ Went Into
the Hills
Hagei
Mrs. Moore
7. Twilight Sketches
Lemare
a) Sundown
b) The Thrush
c) Dusk
8. Fair Rosemarie '
Kreisler
9. Finale, from Fourth
Symphony
___ Tschaikowski
Lucille
Wm.) is
and lives
program
long.

Tolson Moore, (Mrs.
a graduate of Rollins,
in Daytona Beach. The
will be about one hour

Andy's Garage
Church St.
Day Phone 75
Night Phone 319W

WINTER^PARK • PHONE -450

SAT. - SUN. - MON.!
W E r w C

OOK.N^

f l A U G H S

Coat o l rhumba
wool, staff ornament, angorastitched pocket. Dress: print
with musical notes, staff ornament on belt, angora-stitched
pocket and neckline. Toast,
Navy, Smoke Blue, Red dress
with Navy coat, Gray with Red
. . . all with white angora.

Jefferson Court
Gown Shop

This is Ghastly
THIS IS GHASTLY . . .
ghastly, we may say, as somt
the clothes certain members of the
Rollins faculty wear. We'd suggest
a little orientation course for
tain members who SHOULD
KNOW BETTER. Esquire is n
ing a big circulation bet here.
If those flying cadets can move
through the ozone with the same
speed and eclat they display :
maneuvers of the heart, Uncle Sa:
has nothing to worry about. Terry
Dean, who seems to have a flair for
doing pretty silly things, broke all
good sense records by getting e
gaged to a boy up in Alabama pra
tically overnight.
To the dirty r a t who slashed
certain Phi Delt's car top to ribbons
recently . . . get out of Rollins! We
have no place for you here.
STRANGE NEW COMBINATIONS that bloom in the spring.
Which is when a young man's
thoughts turn to . . . well, you know.
Nin Bond, Jane Cotton and Carl
Sedlmayr. Everything was fine till
that carnival came to town! Ed Alloo, Marg McQueen and John H
ka. Poor John. Poor Alloo. Poor
Marge. Well, love forty, eh Eddi
Donald Murphy, Mac Cunningh;
and Ginny Morgan. La Morgan,
that pulchritudinous palpitater, is
fanning them embers with much
gusto. Pass the pickles, plizz! Ella
Parshall, Bob Whiston and the Big
Noise from Winnetka. Whiston, we
understand, is going in for juggling
these days.
More comical combines: Paul Bouton, Pete Crawford,
Ed Acree and Alice Henry. There
must be something to these physical ed gals.
Those Sigma Nus, who just dote
on stealing one another's women,
are at it again. Al Roosevelt is
casting sheep's eyes (and him a
cattle man!) at both Pat Laursen
and Betty Scott, while Fribley and
Barnes seem to move unconsciously
on. As for the old Millner to Royall to Wynne trio, that seems on
the rocks, with Royall on the inside
track.
THINGS THAT PUZZLE U S : Is
Dick Kelly really engaged? Ed.
Note: "In the spring a young
man's," etc. What's the story on
the Baker-McCorkle affair. A case
of opposites attract? What does
keep that McFall-Woodward affair
moving? What does Frank Barber
see in Frank Barber? Why doesn't
Presly Wetherell stop being the gay
young lothario?
Why has Bob
Davis retired from circulation?
Why is Jack Hoar so quickly forgotten ?

UNA MERKEL- ERIC BLORE
Direcle- by Victor Stherliinger

—Also—
"MORE ABOUT
NOSTRADAMOS"

DID YOU KNOW THAT
YOU CAN SAVE

10%
at our cash and carry office.
Complete Laundry Service
CERTIFIED DRYCLEANERS
Pressing While You Wait

Winter Park Branch

SANDSPUR
Student Recital
Series Opened
Last Evening

COMPLAINT DEPARTMENT:
Why Doesn't Rollins make the honor system go to work ? Too much
cheating and cribbing and no one
to raise an eyebrow. Why don't
the Thetas get back on the ball
Why can't the campus quiet down
after eleven, as it's supposed to
And why do the students have to
wear paths across the horseshoe,
despite signs asking them not to?
And why doesn't someone stop sell-

ing the little boys all those pretty
auto horns and give them rattles instead? Why is it so hard to get
decent courses unless you register
for them ten years in advance ? And
if people must drink, can't we give
them a course so they can learn to
do it gracefully?
SUGGESTION DEPARTMENT:
NASTY BUT NECESSARY! Manny Brankert, you're not one of the
Wimbledon crowd, Manny, don't be
a social climber!
Jack Buckwalter — go over to
Chase Hall and join Lionel Strong
heart Newmark's physical ed. class
Manny Ehrlich — Get a couple of
lessons in the art of table etiquette.
John Giantonio — Think twice
before you speak, John.
Ansel Gridley — A Spencer
set, not Pepsi-Cola, is the thing for
you!
Dorothy Hugli — Take a course
from Dr. Pierce on voice modula
tion. You've got the brain, now ge
the power of expression.
Frances Montgomery — Learn to
walk without that supporting E
Dudley Darling and Dick Rodda
— Take a course in positiveness,
You can go through life sitting or
the fence, but it will be damned uncomfortable.
Carl Sedlmayr — Throw away
those green suits and purple shirts
Charlie Arnold — Keep that hail
short and that ego shorter.
Bud Albert — Don't bite off more
than you can chew!
Betty Carson — One "Little
Egypt" in the school is enough.
Butch Enquist — Stay out of
Andre's. You're a big boy now.
Gladys Evoy — Please, please, do
something about those eye-brows!
Ellen Gross — Watch that figure,
Ellen. You're edging over the voluptuous line.
Ginny Morgan — Come out from
under that make-up — spring is
here!
John Fleeger — Don't go near a
lighted match! You'd flare up like
a gas tank.
Bob Matthews — Lay off that
buttercup coiffure, rosy cheeks! It's
strictly a phoney.

A series of nine student recitals
was opened at Rollins College last
evening, April 1, at 8:15 o'clock,
when Lois Weidner, soprano, and
Daphne Takach, pianist, were presented in a junior recital in the
Annie Russell Theatre. The entire
series will be open to the public
without charge.
Miss Takach and Miss Weidner,
both of Winter Park, were scholarship winners at the high school
Music Festival sponsored by the
Rollins Conservatory three years
ago.
A pupil of Miss Helen Moore,
Miss Takach is a member of Phi
Beta and the Phi Society, honorary
organizations, and the Rollins
Chapel Choir, and is accompanist
for Madame Louise Homer. She
has also studied at the Eastman
School of Music, Rochester, N. Y.,
where she was a pupil of Cecile
Staub Genhart and Raymond Wilson. The daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Julius Takach, she was graduated from Seminole High School in
Sanford in 1938, as class valedictorian.
Miss Weidner, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Weidner, has
held membership in the Bach Choir
for four years, and in the Rollins
Chapel Choir since her freshman
year. Before
entering Rollins,
where she is now a pupil of Miss
Mabel Ritch, she had two years of
study under private voice teachers,
and has made numerous appearances as soloist in local churches.
She is also a member of the Phi
Society, honorary scholastic organization. Her accompanist for
the recital was Mrs. Bruce Dougherty.
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More Sheer Whimsy, Or,
Have Some More Cabbage?
Estelle Bakal comes from Brooklyn, they have hundreds of old
apartment buildings. Some of them
have dumb-waiters which run up
and down with bits of old Dodgers
in them.
Aldine Baker on the other hand
does not come from Brooklyn and
probably doesn't know anything
about dumb-waiters. Miss Baker
did take modern dancing once and
it did wonders for her. Miss Baker
is incisive, intelligent but one would
never know it because she goes
around with Bob McCorkle, which
is a cross between a grizzly-bear
and a teddy-bear.
Phyllis Baker is the younger
sister of Aldine and is profiting by
her mistakes.
She never took
modern dancing, which is a disadvantage, but she doesn't go with
Bob McCorkle which is a very
clever move.
Jane Balch looks like the Mona
Lisa. I wonder if she is the Mona
Lisa. Oh, but that's silly. She
couldn't possibly be the Mona Lisa.
Jane has some sense too. Jane has
a younger sister just like Aldine,
who is profiting by her mistakes,
Jane's younger sister, I mean. Nice?
Have a cabbage?

Murray Baylor once paddled out
into the sunset in a wicker basket
just like Tom Casey does and McCorkle ought to do.
Of course you don't know Walter
Beard... He's a science student and
science students huddle in Knowles
and never come out into tlie fresh
air. That ain't healthy, it ain't.
Once a science student died over
in one of the less used corners of
the chemistry lab and nobody knew
it till they came to clean out the
place in the summer. Summer,

Did Betty Berdahl take modern
dancing? It did her good if she
did, but I don't think she needed
it. The whole thing doesn't do
her any good, but she's a good pal.
It must be hell to be a good pal.
Bethie, Louis L. Phi Delta Theta,
Elsa Jensen, Tiger, motorcycle,
football, dumb, nice, lucky (see
third entry).
Betz is a sucker. Pauline I mean.
She is the biggest asset the college has and yet she does her
homework. She never takes a trip
off somewhere to beat Alice Marble
that she doesn't take a copy of
Early English Poets along. Isn't
that
silly? Why should she study?
Ann Ballinger is no relation to
Ballinger Ale people. She doesn't She must have believed Confucius
when
he said, **Learn something
even drink ale. She has a nice man
ner and appreciates intelligence, new in the morning so that in the
but as for her own — Ballinge evening you can die without regret."
Ballinger, Ballinger, Boom! Amark
was covered last issue.
Dougie Bills hals a romantic
Fagan Barber is not a barber voice and a romantic way of saybut he is well named Fagan. "Fa- ing things, but he isn't so damn
Does he put Norine
gan," I sez to him the other day, romantic.
"Youse is a viper." "Aw shut yer under his thumb? Does he want
to
put
Norine
under his thumb?
Fagan
Sidelines—Carryover from page 5 trap, Bunky," he sez.
ere's a little rree advertising for smokes cigars which make me sick If not, why not?
I'm sitting down in the office
Douglas Bills. Dougie brought two green. He also smokes pipes which
paddle boats to Lake Virginia from I never touch. He's not green, of the Winter Park Herald and
Miami. The boats, which were neither does he go with Bob Mc- Rollins ought to donate them a
few typewriters. There is a dirty
ted for seventy-five cents an Corkle which is redeeming.
hour at the World's Fair, are to be
Oliver Barker is rotund. He old dictaphone with a record on
rented for fifty cents an hour here pitches a fine game of softball. it in front of me. I put the earv. Incidentally this is a specta- He's a nice chappie, but isn't as phones on and set it to running:
tor sport as well as an active. The happy as Bob McCorkle. Damn! "The presto Streamlined desk
owd at the lake front the other He also isn't Hawaiian like Eddie stapler is sturdy, sure, safe! It
never backfires and slings staples
day had a good time watching Alloo.
Frank Bowes' knees work as he
In Melcher's class everyone looks in your teeth just when you dont
•oitly manipulated the pedals. It to Harrison Barnes for advance expect it. The Presto is made to
might be added that there is room notice on the ways of the business grace the finest desk. If yours 13
for two in the boats and that the world. "He will make a lot more a finest desk, use a Presto!" How
peddling is not too difficult for fem- money someday," they say to them- about you, McCorkle, do you use
a Presto?
selves.
Dr. I. Croom Beatty, III, chem- inine leg muscles.
istry instructor flew Carson Seavey
and Joe Fribley to the biennial
meeting of Pi Kappa Delta at
Montevally, Alabama, this morning.
Carson, who enters the contest
as an orator, and Joe, who enters
as an extemporaneous
speaker,
were accompanied by Professor
Harry R. Pierce, speech instructor.
The jDoys expect to return the end
of this week, although they will not
return by plane.

Debaters Fly to
Annual P. K. D. Meet

Chesterfields are

made

with one aim in v i e w . . .
fo give you a

ROLLINS PRESS STORE
STATIONERY
EASTER CARDS

We cater to Rollins . . . .
COME IN

O'BRIEN'S PHARMACY
Prescription Druggist

Fountain Service

Opposite Colony Theatre

Your nearest Drug Store
FREE DELIVERY

ORLANDO STEAM LAUNDRY

DATSON DAIRIES

308 E. Park Avenue
Opposite Hamilton Hotel

Safe, Pasteurized Dairy Products
Winter Park Phone 287R

NOW IS THE TIME
TO GET THAT CAR

New or Used

EXPERT

WE HAVE A NICE SELECTION OF ESPECIALLY
GOOD USED CARS

LUBRICATION, WASHING
AND POLISHNG

"Best Buick Yet"

John Giantonio, Campus Agent

Orange Buick Co,
333 N. Orange Ave.

Orlando Phone 9835

148 W. South St., Orlando

Orlando

College Garage
Phone 115

DO YOU SMOKE THE CIGARETTE

T H A T

...IT'S THE SMOKER'S CIGARETTE
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